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ABSTRACT

For every development project, a development agent takes on the
responsibility for and assumes the risk of completing that project successfully. This
is a daunting task because, at the moment, there is no objective and/or quantitative
way to calculate the likelihood of success. A prerequisite for such a calculation is a
model, a crisp representation, of an end-to-end development process or cycle. Such
models are also unavailable. Nevertheless, projects proceed, and often fail. By some
measures, for example, software projects fail more than they succeed. The resources
lost to failed projects is an enormous motivation to answer two questions: (1) Is a
quantitative development cycle model possible? (2) With such a model, is it
possible to calculate the likelihood of project success? The research described in this
dissertation has responded to those questions with a Statistical Agent-based Model
of Development and Evaluation (SAbMDE). The dissertation describes how the
model was motivated, conceived, formulated, and applied to answer the research
questions. Specifically, SAbMDE calculates the effort needed to complete a project
(a cost). It shows how information can be added to a project with tests (a benefit).
And it shows that a cost-benefit objective function can guide an agent towards a
desired end product. And then, SAbMDE shows that the guiding information can
be converted, using Shannon’s information formula, into a probability of project
success. Finally, the dissertation offers several points of model validation and
suggests a number of this development cycle model’s transdisciplinary implications.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Research Statement

This dissertation describes the creation of a model. The model is a construct,
an abstraction, that represents one individual’s effort to make sense of a portion of
the world. The author hopes that this abstraction, while personal, will also be
useful. A brief description of the author’s context and experience, which are the
sources of the abstraction, may help the reader evaluate the model’s usefulness and
potential.

This work is informed by the author’s personal experiences. The author had
the benefit of an upbringing characterized by certainty of purpose, self-discipline,
perseverance, accomplishment, community involvement, attention to detail. This
up-bringing left the author with an ordered view of the world, self-reliance,
self-determination, a sense of the oneness of nature, and a tendency towards
introspection. These seem to be the main personal characteristics that have shaped
this work.

This work is also informed by the author’s professional experiences.
Developing on-board software for the Space Shuttle immersed the author in an
exceptionally rigorous system for producing, from scratch, detailed system
requirements, designs, and tests. Flight controller training immersed the author in
an equally rigorous system for training human minds both to plan for and also to
efficiently deal with abnormal system behavior. The lessons: It is possible to
maximize the understanding of the behavior built into a system. It is possible to
maximize the understanding of the possible behaviors that a system might execute.
It is not possible to do either task perfectly.

As an independent software development consultant for many years, the
author sold services to and negotiated work plans/products with many managers
and decision-makers. There was always the need to understand the goals and
motivations and skills of others; success depended on this. The author noted a

1
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definite relationship of decision-makers’ personal characteristics and history to their
decisions. The lessons: Software development projects worked only to the degree
that all parties understood the problem, could state the problem unambiguously,
and applied their respective skills rigorously, honestly, and collaboratively.

At a subsequent job, the manager of the software development department
required all development teams to adopt the then-new Test-Driven Development
(TDD) methodology which included the concept of emergence. Many developers
considered emergence to be a panacea; however, the author was able to demonstrate
the fallacy of the concept. That demonstration was the author’s first use of the tree
of development possibilities concept; that concept is now central to the model in
this dissertation.

Somewhat later, as a cybersecurity analyst, the author was faced with the
daunting task (as are such analysts everywhere) of persuasively explaining security
risks to decision-makers so that resources would be allocated to risk remediation
tasks. The available communication tools were then and are now sorely lacking the
necessary objective technical substance to allow analysts to be successful. The
author committed to producing the logical and technical underpinnings of such
tools.

This work is the first step of that commitment. This work has determined
the state of the art; and it has demonstrated the underpinnings. The author
believes that demonstration is a contribution to the body of knowledge; however,
the author’s personal goal is to ensure that practitioner’s have a usable and effective
tool that magnifies their development capabilities and provides (much) greater
certainty of development success. In other words, the author wants to ensure that
this model or its successors will be adopted.

For software developers, adoption provides guidance towards higher quality
programs. For design theory and methodology (DTM) researchers and educators,
adoption provides a rich source of detailed, objective project development data to be
mined and studied. For risk managers, adoption provides a scoring alternative to
risk matrices. For government projects, adoption provides a more effective cost
estimation tool.
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The next steps to achieve adoption include the following:

• Complete the model, both theoretically and practically.

• Provide ample and unassailable validation.

• Create and deploy useful tools (as open access on-line services) that
implement the model’s principles and that solve real problems.

Motivation

The research described in this dissertation was originally motivated by the
author’s personal experience (and pain) while working on software development
teams. As a software developer and security analyst, the author’s primary task was
to perform software vulnerability and penetration testing, to report the results (the
report’s management acknowledgment and sign-off being a deployment gate), and
then to work (politically and technically) to cure the vulnerabilities. Unfortunately,
the cure required convincing project and business managers to allocate resources to
tasks whose importance they did not understand in their conventional terms. On
one hand, managers speak in terms of schedule, cost, customer needs, higher-level
management mandates, and market pressures. On the other hand, security analysts
speak in terms of technical risk and subjective estimates of negative business
impact. Years of the author’s, and his colleagues’, experiences have shown that it
falls to the security analyst to bridge this particular communications gap.
Unfortunately, the technical materials needed to build this bridge are woefully
lacking. For example, the frequently-used professional standard maintained by the
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [1] is based on a conceptual
equation (Risk = Likelihood * Impact) implemented with a color-coded 10-point
scale. FIRST’s Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [2] is a more
elaborate standard; but both, at their roots, are based on practitioners’ experience
and subjective judgment. One consequence of mis-judgment is incorrect and/or late
decision-making. McConnell [3–5], the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [6] and others [7–9] have shown that the cost of deferring or
otherwise failing to make timely development cycle decisions rises exponentially over
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the period of the development cycle. Another consequence is the stress (both
organizational and personal) of the compounding fear, uncertainty, and doubt
associated with looming system and business impacts. This concern is not limited
to software development. Risk assessment professionals have reached similar and
related conclusions in the general case [10,11].

A framework or model that allows consistent and quantitative risk
calculation is needed. The use of such a model would almost certainly improve
development efficiency, improve product security and quality, and reduce
development costs. Unfortunately, no viable solutions are evident.

Hypotheses

Fortunately, there was no evidence that a solution could not exist. So, five
hypotheses were formulated as the basis for the creation of a solution:

1. It is possible to quantify the risk associated with a development process. The
risk categories considered include, but are not limited to, security, quality,
schedule, and cost.

2. It is possible to create a quantifiable model of a development process. In fact,
it is necessary to do so in order to realize the first hypothesis.

3. It is necessary to create a human-in-the-loop simulation of a development
process using the model hypothesized above because human agents not only
conceive the product being modeled, but they also create the input, influence
the direction, and evaluate the results of the model. Humans and models form
an inextricably interdependent duality [12].

4. From the captured (both measured and modeled/simulated) past and future
history of a development project, it is possible to derive and suggest a
next-step option list to decision-makers. Presumably, the suggested next-step
options are those which will most likely lead to an optimal or, at least, a
satisfactory end product.
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5. It is possible to build the hypothesized model and simulation so that they
produce management-friendly actionable results; i.e., they produce, at each
step, results that allow a decision-maker to correctly and confidently
manipulate the variables with which he/she normally works.

Goals and Objectives

Basic research was required to test these hypotheses. At the outset of this
project, the goals and objectives proposed for that research were stated as follows:

1. This research shall allow a user to specify the risk of a development project in
numerical terms that correspond to business and project managers’ common
decision-making criteria. Those criteria include team selection and
performance, current state of the product in question, plus schedule and cost
impacts.

2. This research shall construct a useful definition of a development product.

a. This research will construct and demonstrate a quantitative model based
on that definition.

b. This research shall construct and demonstrate a model of a development
cycle that corresponds to and makes use of the product definition and
model.

3. This research shall construct and demonstrate a software simulation tool that
allows human users to interactively execute the development cycle model.

a. This research shall ensure that the tool both captures and extrapolates
model states.

b. This research shall ensure that the tool accepts and incorporates user
decisions (presumably based on user evaluation, e.g., testing).

4. This research shall construct and demonstrate tools that analyze the captured
and extrapolated model states.
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a. The tools shall organize model states into sequences.

b. The tools shall compare and rank state sequences using theory-based
(e.g., entropy minimization) and user-based (e.g., resource allocation)
objective functions and constraints.

c. The tools shall present the user with the set of ranked projected state
sequences emanating from a current state.

d. The tools shall retain and catalog model states, state sequences, and user
directions and selections.

e. The tools shall mine the retained data for useful patterns and results.

5. This research shall construct and/or interpret the model parameters and
simulation results so that they clearly correlate to professional practitioners’
intuitive and experiential understanding of a development cycle, as well as
those practitioners’ quantitative decision-making criteria.

a. This research shall ensure that model parameters and simulation results
can be clearly and meaningfully visualized.

b. Depending on the available resources, this research will construct and
demonstrate artificial intelligence (AI) tools that can help human users
navigate state sequences and mined data.

c. This research shall ensure that its results and capabilities can be used for
training current and future development cycle practitioners.

Research Questions

Although the hypotheses, goals, and objectives raised (and continue to raise)
many interesting and significant questions, the research was kept on track by
keeping two questions foremost:

1. Can a development cycle be meaningfully, i.e., quantitatively, modeled?

2. Can the risks associated with a development cycle be quantitatively modeled?
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Problem Significance

The proposed research is important for several reasons. On one hand, there
are purely technical or theoretical reasons:

1. For most developers, software is undefined in any actionable sense [13,14].
The proposed research will offer such a definition and attempt to generalize
the definition to any product.

2. Both the design research and the DTM communities have actively but
unsuccessfully pursued a development cycle model; neither community has
been successful [12,15–18]. The proposed development cycle model appears to
satisfy their needs.

3. The proposed development cycle model can be mapped to Nam P. Suh’s
work [19,20]. That is, the model corresponds to at least one accepted
methodology. In addition, the model appears to be applicable to
Conceptualization-Requirements-Design-Implementation-Evaluation (CRDIE)
cycles used in a variety of fields.

4. As of this writing, the proposed approach to development cycle modeling
appears to be unique. On one hand, there are many other partial
approaches [7, 21–26] that form a negative confirmation of this assertion. On
the other hand, a number of authors positively confirm that adequate
solutions have not yet been developed [12,15,16]. Hopefully, the proposed
work will stimulate others to think about this problem differently and to
pursue this and similar lines of inquiry.

5. The risks associated with development quality, security, and other properties
are not well defined [11]: “Today risk analysis is well established in situations
with considerable data and clear defined boundaries for its use. Statistical and
probabilistic tools have been developed and provide useful decision support for
many types of applications. However, risk decisions are, to an increasing
extent, about situations characterized by large uncertainties and emergence.
Such situations call for different types of approaches and methods, and it is a
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main challenge for the risk analysis field to develop suitable frameworks and
tools for this purpose.” The proposed research will offer risk metrics and
methods for their calculation.

6. In the best case, this work will allow risk, quality, and other project measures
to be used as engineering specifications and management decision criteria.

7. The set of tools produced by this research will be useful academically as a
training tool.

On the other hand, there are business reasons:

1. Early understanding of development cycle status will allow better allocation of
downstream resources. A successful implementation of the proposed model
will provide that understanding [3–6,27,28]. This saves money and time in a
measurable way.

2. The proposed research will allow the explicit evaluation of technical debt.
Currently, in many development environments, this is an unexplored or
inaccurately valued liability [7, 26, 29–37].

3. Because the proposed research explicitly accounts for human factors, it is a
natural mechanism for merging and interfacing existing management
techniques, e.g., Agile, with the proposed technical models.

4. The set of tools produced by this research will be useful professionally both as
a standards repository and also as a standards enforcement mechanism.
Additionally, they will be a way to measure and encourage teamwork [38].

Scope of Work

The proposed scope of work included the following seven categories of things
to be accomplished.

1. Clear statement of proposed definitions, axioms, and theorems (and proofs).
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2. Gathering of supporting data from diverse disciplines

a. Psychology (perceived risk, survey and interview techniques)

b. Human resources (skills assessment, team selection, management)

c. Mathematics (group, graph, game, chaos and fractal theories, linear
algebra, Monte Carlo methods, statistics, formal logic, etc.)

d. Design theory (Suh, TRIZ, Hoare, etc.)

e. Complexity theory

f. Software engineering

g. Project and business management

h. Uncertainty quantification

i. Formal software verification and validation methods

3. Design of quantitative models and clear statements of the necessary logical
and mathematical underpinnings.

a. CRDIE (Model D)

b. Human Resource aka Agent (Model A)

c. Requirements scoping (Model S)

4. Model design and implementation. This is a software development exercise.

a. Web and other application development

b. Help system development

c. Deployment and system administration

d. Results visualization

5. Data Mining (DM) and Machine Learning (ML)

a. Data design, collection, and storage

b. Data analysis (R programming)

c. AI application development
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d. ML training and advice generation

e. Results visualization

6. Testing and evaluation of the models and simulation

a. Practitioners survey and interview

b. Feature-by-feature comparison to practitioner intuition and expectation

c. Monte Carlo meta-simulation test harness design and implementation

d. Live testing (controlled and production)

7. Revision and re-work

a. Theory re-think and re-design

b. Computation and scalability problem resolution

c. Handling of problematic practitioner input and critique

Subsequent work has shown that almost all the categories and their
sub-categories were necessary or worthy of future work. However, the planned scope
proved to be overly ambitious. Although the most important items (e.g., proof of
principle, validation, peer review, and partial software implementation) were
accomplished, other planned items were not. Of the latter, only one, 3.c, proved to
be a mis-step. Model S was a conceptual dead-end. However, as indicated in
subsequent pages, such mis-steps are a necessary part of the development process.

Dissertation Overview

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature relevant to the model’s discovery and
development. The next three chapters are organized to concisely show that the
research questions were answered. Chapter 3 makes the main point.
Chapters 4 and 5 respectively offer a degree of model validation and
confidence-building examples. Chapter 6 summarizes what has been learned by
answering the research questions.

Having delivered the main message in this way, the dissertation uses
Chapter 7 to deliver the finer points of the model. Chapter 8 goes one step further
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to discuss the transdisciplinary implications of the model. Examples in this chapter
may help the reader see the model from a different perspective.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Introduction chapter laid the groundwork for the research described in
this dissertation and emphasized the research’s significance. That significance
created the expectation of a large body of literature that would support the research
goals. Initial literature searches did not meet these expectations. Subsequent
searches revealed efforts to more clearly state the problems, extensions of previous
solution attempts, along with recommendations for research directions and further
work.

Those searches also revealed a lull in the work in the late 1990’s and early
2000’s. Discussion with researchers active during this period indicated that the lull
was caused by lack of interest by funding organizations. More recently, increasingly
complex and interdependent problems have renewed this interest; and the research
community has responded. Even so, it appears that the research questions raised
herein have not been adequately addressed to-date.

This literature review employed two methods: reading documents and
speaking to current researchers. The latter method involved attending (and
presenting at) conferences to directly engage researchers to get the most current
view of the state of the art. The original goal of this effort was to find a suitable
development cycle model with which to answer what is now the second research
question. It was soon evident that such an end-to-end quantitative model was not
readily available. Whether such a model could be constructed became the primary
research question.

Documents

The next three sub-sections describe the supporting ideas taken from the
relevant documents that were gathered.
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Risk

Development cycle risk takes many forms [39]. Among these are technical
debt [31,40], phase-specific errors [41,42], estimation errors [9, 43], methodology
execution problems [44], and more. This kind of risk may not be well-defined as
exemplified by operational risk in the banking industry [45].

Additionally, the risks associated with product development [46–48] are
generally not determined in a model-based, quantitative way; they are assessed in
various subjective ways. For example, practitioners assess software security risk
using OWASP [1], CVSS [2], and NIST [49]. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) assesses mission risk according to their Risk Management
Handbook [47]. And, there are many other standards. All of these standards are, or
use, rating systems rooted in the experience and judgment of their users. Risk
analysis professionals in other domains, such as the Society for Risk Analysis
(SRA) [10,11], concur with this assertion .

Furthermore, the results of risk analyses, however carefully performed, are
often communicated in flawed ways; Cox [50] describes the problems with risk
matrices. Communication examples include the OWASP Risk Rating matrix [1] and
the SRA Risk Analysis Quality Test (RAQT) [51]. In these and similar cases,
proper risk communication and management must depend on stakeholder
participation in the risk analysis process because a risk analysis result or score, in
and of itself, cannot be safely accepted. In an effort to force such participation, the
RAQT, for example, has no scoring system by design.

Computing these risks numerically requires a computable model of the
underlying risk-generating processes. Effectively presenting risk results requires a
reliable and trustworthy calculation. In the same sense that statistical reliability
techniques [52] require and make use of an underlying physical, deterministic model,
quantitative development cycle risk calculations must rely upon a deterministic
model of the development cycle. Hubbard [53](p.218) recommends this approach.
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Development Cycle Modeling

There are many researchers and corporate practitioners who investigate
development modeling. Their work falls under various headings: Design Theory and
Methodology (DTM), Design Research (DR), Modeling and Managing of
Engineering Processes (MMEP), Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE),
or other similar terms.

For example, Quereshi et al [54] wrote about transdisciplinary commonalities
of design processes across various organizations. They concluded that “An
important finding of the study is the higher level commonalities of the design process
in terms of the product life phases and its subdivisions, the form of the design
process, and the verification of the common design states. Using these
commonalities, the authors consider it to be of significant importance to develop
further, these elements in a transdisciplinary context so that a coupling of discipline
specific processes may be achieved with a minimum loss of context and information.”

Srinivasan and Chakrabarti [55] wrote about their approach to design
analysis and synthesis. Importantly, they included the concept of design causality in
their work. They demonstrated their model with several examples, and they
concluded, in part, that “The model in its current form can support only conceptual
and early embodiment phases and needs to be extended to support other detailed
phases.”

Reich and Subrahmanian [56] created the PSI Matrix theory of design and
applied it to real-world cases with some success. In the end, they stated that “We
are presently conducting multi-case, transdisciplinary, multi-context studies with
numerous partners to provide more insight on the utility of the PSI matrix as
guidance for design and also to test it as a theory of designing. While they are too
early to report, we clearly see the benefit of constantly looking at the situation and
its PSI matrix model and deriving guidance for the project. It is clear that many
fundamental topics will arise in that process and new research questions be
formulated.”

Gericke et al [57] wrote about how design methods should be communicated
so that the methods can be understood and so that industry practitioners could
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evaluate their utility. One of their conclusions says that “As a community, we expect
that research results such as new methods are carefully evaluated before being
published. However, we are still struggling to find consensus about proper research
methods for evaluation and qualifiers for uptake of methods in industry.”

Given this sampling of conclusions, it seems that no definitive model has yet
been developed. Although there has been a good deal of activity, much of the work
required to build such a model remains to be done. One prerequisite for this work is
the assumption that it can be completed, i.e., that a comprehensive theory of design
can be constructed. Another prerequisite is that there is an underlying commonality
to the design/development process regardless of the domain to which it is applied.
Although there is some contention about these prerequisites, conclusions drawn by
previous DTM and design research literature searches show a degree of consensus
about them. For example, while comparing design methodologies across disciplines,
Gericke and Blessing [12] make the following comments.

“A consensus can be found that at least on an abstract level design process
models have a generic core of common stages.”

“Software and knowledge based engineering may provide approaches to
include user issues more explicitly. The abstract, function-oriented approach in
software and electrical engineering may provide solutions to deal with mechanical
systems at a more abstract, functional level.”

“The expansion of the problem space also requires collaboration between
disciplines, but current design processes of large systems, such as aircraft,
essentially show separate development strands for each discipline.”

“In our view, it is in particular the lack of understanding of the different
design processes and of the differences and communalities of the various
methodologies and methods to support these processes, which hampers the
development of a transdisciplinary approach. A comparison of approaches in
different disciplines and a rethinking of concepts are necessary.”

“Daly pursues this line of thought. She describes design as a discipline of its
own.”
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While showing that the design research field is maturing, Forlizzi et al [16]
state:

“In our analysis of the interviews, some common themes emerged. We found
a shared concern that a romantic view of design (genius designer who magically
discovers good ideas) is perceived to be very common outside of the design
community, and that this notion of design works against the idea that people trained
in design can make research and theoretical contributions.”

“Design research is alive and well, and is recognized by the design community.
Design research is beginning to produce theory that can be applied to many types of
design, including products, services, systems, processes, media, and information.”

Thakurta et al [15] chart the state of design science research in their
literature review; and they state in their conclusion:

“Second, the fact that some of the prevalent intuitions about DSR actually
seem to be well-founded might emphasize the need for further development of a
common body of design knowledge – a kind of a theory of design. While many design
researchers might express skepticism toward such a formalization of DSR, unity in
method and paradigm is often identified as a key common denominator of a strong
field.”

Friedman [58] also appears to understand the design process as an entity
separate from the thing being designed when he states:

“Design is now becoming a generalizable discipline that may as readily be
applied to processes, interfaces between media or information artifacts as to tools,
clothing, furniture, or advertisements. To understand design as a discipline that can
function within any of these frames means developing a general theory of design.
This general theory should support application theories and operational programs.
Moving from a general theory of design to the task of solving problems involves a
significantly different mode of conceptualization and explicit knowledge management
than adapting the tacit knowledge of individual design experience.

“So far, most design theories involve clinical situations or micro-level
grounded theories developed through induction. This is necessary, but it is not
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sufficient for the kinds of progress we need.”

“Theory-based design can be as playful and artistic as craft-based design, but
only theory-based design is suited to the large scale social and economic needs of the
industrial age.”

Friedman takes the additional step of repeating McNeil’s [59] eleven
characteristics of a general design theory. The characteristics form a yardstick
against which a proposed theory can be measured.

“1) A theory has a constitutive core of concepts mutually interrelated with
one another. 2) A theory has a mutually productive, generative connection between
central concepts and the peripheral concepts where theory verges onto practice. 3)
The core concepts of a theory are stated in algorithmic compression, parsimonious
statements from which the phenomena in the theory can be reproduced. 4) A theory
has an irreducible core of concepts, a set of concepts in which no central concept can
be removed without altering the scope and productivity of the theory or perhaps
destroying it entirely. 5) Two or more of the core concepts in a theory must be
complementary to each other. 6) The central concepts of a theory must be well
defined and must harmonize as much as possible with similar concepts of enlightened
discourse. 7) The central concepts of a theory must be expressed at a uniform level
of discourse. Different levels of discourse must be distinguished and used
consistently. 8) More general theories (higher-level theories) must relate to less
general theories (lower-level theories) and to special cases through a principle of
correspondence. This principle confirms and guarantees the consistency of the more
particular theories and their applications. 9) Explicitly or implicitly, a theory
describes dynamic flows with contours that trace relatively closed loops as well as
relatively open links. 10) A theory states invariant entities in its assumptions or
formulas that provide standards for measurement. 11) Theories describe phenomena
in the context of a conceptual space. This implicitly establishes a relationship
between the observer and the phenomena observed.”

More recently (2020), Hazelrigg [18] produced a set of eight criteria that he
believes any system engineering theory must satisfy.

With the exception of Hazelrigg’s paper, the discussion above is based on
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papers published between 2002 and 2017. Those papers referenced other papers
published as early as 1962. Gericke and Eckert [17] put this and other work into
temporal context. They painted the state of the DTM art by summarizing the
efforts of 39 purposely selected practitioners from academia and 27 companies.
The summary was presented as the roadmap of DTM goals pictured in Figure 2.1.
Therein, previous and envisioned DTM work was identified and categorized. Those
authors took the additional step of comparing the roadmap with the actual research
topics on which the DR community was then currently working. Gericke and Eckert
concluded, in part, “We need to learn from other fields and have a greater dialogue
across fields: computing, complexity, operations research, management science,
system engineering. As it is a long road to achieve grand visions, we should better
go it together.”
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Figure 2.1. Gericke design theory roadmap.
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The roadmap predicts that the Grand Vision should emerge circa 2020.
Perhaps SAbMDE can contribute to that goal.

Context

The timing of the papers found during this search showed that this area of
study was quite active prior to 2009; but it was less so subsequently. Personal
discussions with long-term researchers in the field revealed that the lull in activity
correlated to reduced funding from the traditional sources. However there has been
a recent renewal of interest; e.g., the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) is currently soliciting results [60–62] similar to those promised by the
proposed model. This interest is related not only to the increasing complexity of
modern systems [48,63,64] but also to their increasingly transdisciplinary character.
This changing character is recognized by a number of organizations [65–68] that
focus on this issue.

For example, the namesake of the Stephen A. Schwarzman College of
Computing [69] says “We face fundamental questions about how to ensure that
technological advancements benefit all — especially those most vulnerable to the
radical changes AI will inevitably bring to the nature of the workforce.”

The ATLAS states its motivating context thus: “Social ecological systems
currently face complex challenges such as, the degradation of ecosystems, over
exploitation of natural resources, climate change, wealth inequalities, and human
conflicts. These interconnected challenges are threatening the sustainable
development of society and cannot be adequately tackled from the content of specific
individual disciplines. This complexity and diversity in the world requires insight,
knowledge, skills, and approaches from many field that cross the boundaries of
disciplines and institutions, cultures and realities of society. Transdisciplinarity is a
growing field of education and research that holds great potential to make an
important contribution to a sustainable development.”

So, it is in this new context that the proposed research proceeds.
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Proposed Model

A number of papers inspired and informed the proposed model’s conception
and construction. Initially, phase-specific models were considered. There are many
such models, e.g., software reliability grown models (SRGM) [41,42], runtime
behavior models [70,71], and others [21]. And there are many papers describing
these models. However, to calculate risk (or any other global parameter) across the
development cycle phases, a single representation applicable to each development
cycle phase is needed.

As envisioned by Hoare [72] and extended by Reich [73] and then again by
Wang [74,75], process algebras begin to satisfy this need. Reich’s 1995 work studied
general design theory with process algebra; however, his work stopped short of
providing practical results. Wang’s work was more application-oriented and actually
produced a Java code generator [76]; but the paper does not immediately allow
duplication of his results. Nevertheless, Wang’s work, particularly his sequential
composition ideas, sparked corresponding ideas in the proposed model. Although
process algebra focuses on software [77–80], Wang [81] also asserted that process
algebra methods can be applied more generally. Wang’s software composition ideas
were echoed by Charidis’ discussion of a visual vocabulary for representing
architectural development [82]. This echo announced the possibility of the proposed
model’s domain independence.

The proposed research extends process algebra concepts, Wang’s in
particular, by realizing that, at each compositional step, the composer (aka agent)
has several options from which to choose. Conventional process algebra speaks to an
agent’s traversal of a single path through this development space; and its main
artifact is that single path. The proposed research speaks to an agent’s path
traversal possibilities. The structure of these possibilities provide insight into the
properties of a development space (DSpace) and their effects on an agent’s
development decisions.

There appears to be little, if any, previous literature related to this specific
application or interpretation of process algebra compositions; however, there is a
good deal of literature available on the underlying math and other techniques
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needed to add rigor to this interpretation.

Using set theory [83,84] and treating the composable elements (vocabulary
and relations) as sets, it is possible to define the space that describes all possible
options from which an agent can choose to develop a desired product.

Suh’s Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT) [19,20] proved to be a guiding light,
particularly, his Information Axiom.

The DSpace concept is meant to be domain-independent. This goal is
challenged by DSpace application to CRDIE Conceptualization and Requirements
phases which are necessarily domain-specific. The use of semantic network
concepts [85], e.g., the is_a and has_a relations, allow a DSpace to constructed in a
generic way but with domain-specific components.

A DSpace will be shown to be a directed, hierarchical graph; however, a
graph traversal may include re-tracing, backtracking, and sequential selection of
alternate paths. Mathematical support for this activity is well-defined; and
algorithms are readily available [86–92]. However, the more esoteric aspects of
DSpace require special handling and Barnsley’s work [93] provides the means to do
so. Related graphical tools are also available to support the research’s considerable
visualization needs; the tools range from the basic [94–96] to the advanced [97–99].
These algorithms and tools will likely be the main medium in which the results and
benefits of the research will be expressed.

Other references utilized by this research are noted as they occur in the
context of discussion.

Interviews

In this and other chapters, the documents cited are distributed in time.
Some are old and seminal; others appear to be the most recent works of their type.
To ensure that this dissertation’s assertions and assumptions are current, they were
vetted at academic and commercial conferences and/or professional meetings
attended by current practitioners. Table 2.1 lists those events.
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Table 2.1. Practitioner Interviews.

Date Activity

05/2016 TheATLAS International Conference
03/2017 Houston Security Conference (HouSecCon)
09/2017 IEEE Secure Development Conference
04/2018 deliver:Agile Conference
03/2018 HouSecCon
06/2018 TheATLAS International Conference
08/2018 ASME International Design and Engineering Technical Conference (IDETC)
09/2018 IEEE Secure Development Conference
03/2019 HouSecCon
08/2019 ASME IDETC
09/2019 IEEE Secure Development Conference
12/2019 Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting
–/2020 SAE International G-32 Standards Committee
08/2020 ASME IDETC
11/2020 Military Operations Research Emerging Technology Forum (MORS ETF)
12/2020 Design Society Design Cognition+Computation Conference (DCC20)
12/2020 Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting

In all cases prior to 2020, the assertions and assumptions were confirmed.
For example, no interviewee admitted to having a fully quantitative risk metric.
Some individuals stated that they specifically avoided creating/using a metric. No
paper title at IDETC/CIE 2018, particularly the Design Theory and Methodology
sub-conference, addressed or even referred to full development cycle modeling. At
least three attendees indicated that such modeling is not considered. Others stated
that domain-independent modeling is not possible. One of the sub-conference
founders indicated that the lack of activity was caused by lack of funding source
interest. However, during their presentation, DARPA representatives made specific
requests and announced funding for such models. A subsequent conversation with a
DARPA program manager confirmed their serious interest.
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At the 2020 IDETC, a paper defined necessary criteria for any system
engineering theory. At DCC20, a paper [100] and a poster [101] related to
development cycle modeling were presented. The poster presented some of the ideas
in this dissertation. In the paper, McCall and Burge used Pearl’s causality
ideas [102] to create a network that modeled a system. They had to provide the
decisions that motivated an agent’s movement through the network. The model
proposed in this dissertation avoids that problem by defining all possible network
paths and then discovering (causal) paths through the network. At the 2020
conferences, it was much easier to converse with attendees about development cycle
modeling.

At the MORS ETF, development cycle modeling itself was not an agenda
item; but the results of such modeling were. For example, project effort and/or cost
estimation was a major topic; this is equivalent to DSpace traversal effort
estimation.

Industry practitioners at HouSecCon stated that they do not have and do
not anticipate having a tool for quantitative risk assessment of security concerns.
However, they also stated that the need for tools is acute.

Summary

In addition to formal academic papers, a number of commercial documents
are also cited in this dissertation. Some of those documents are strongly informed
by academic work. Others are purely commercial but represent either the most
current/accurate source of data or the rules/regulations that govern practitioners’
actions.

Based on various scholarly and commercial documents plus this author’s
professional experience and personal discussions with current practitioners, it
appears that any significant advance in quantitative development cycle modeling
and risk assessment would be useful and welcomed.
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CHAPTER 3

THE MODEL

In his book [53](p.218), "The Failure of Risk Analysis", Douglas Hubbard
describes three maturity levels of risk analysis modeling. A Level 1 modeler would
“Just describe the basic behavior of the system in terms of a distribution”. A Level 2
modeler would “List other factors that historically correlated with the event you are
trying to model.” A Level 3 modeler would “Build a structural model.” Hubbard
deems Level 3 models “Best” because, in part, “Structural models explicitly list the
components in a system and describe why they are related.”

SAbMDE aspires to be a Level 3 model. In fact, to function effectively,
SAbMDE must have and provide some understanding of the processes it attempts
to model. This chapter and Chapter 7 describe SAbMDE internals and operations.

Overview

A development cycle model represents the phases of system and/or product
development. There are many such models currently in use. For example, Microsoft
offers their Security Development Lifecycle [103,104]. NIST and other government
organizations specify standards and instructions [49,105] that are necessarily
incorporated by industry [106,107]. Researchers, such as [110], have often
enumerated and compared various methodologies. However, all these models and
methodologies represent a developer’s effort to convert a concept into an end
product. The models describe the intermediate requirement, design,
and implementation phases as well as the testing phase that maintains the integrity
of the conversion process. The top half of Figure 3.1 illustrates this representation
in broad terms.
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Figure 3.1. Development modeling framework.

Figure 3.1 also illustrates an underlying model candidate: the Statistical
Agent-based Model of Development and Evaluation (SAbMDE). SAbMDE joins
with those [58] who accept development as an inherently human process and builds
on a neuroscience foundation [111–113] of agent mind, body, and environment
interaction. SAbMDE then uses process algebra ideas, such as Wang’s [81, 114],
to represent each development phase so that analytical techniques can be uniformly
applied across the entire development cycle. Wang has shown [76] that a desired end
product (DEP) can be developed by sequentially composing intermediate products
(IP) from sets of fundamental composable elements: processes and relations.
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SAbMDE introduces an agent who decides which elements to compose. A correct
decision set produces a sequence of compositions that become an end product,
hopefully, the DEP. SAbMDE recognizes (a) that each decision is one of a set of
alternatives, (b) that the hierarchical super-set of alternatives forms a development
space (DSpace), and (c) that the correct DEP decision set is the best of many
development paths (DPaths) through DSpace. The model’s foundation reflects itself
in this representation via three inter-related sub-models: Agent, Development,
and Evaluation. Model D houses the algorithms and structures that quantitatively
define DSpace as well as the tools for DSpace navigation and traversal. Model E
contains the testing and evaluation mechanism that informs the decisions that
compel DSpace compositions. Model A emulates a development agent’s perception,
experience, vocabulary, and other human factors needed to create the Model E tests
and to evaluate their results. Because each DSpace composition is connected by a
decision to an evaluation of test results, there is an ESpace that mirrors DSpace.
Because each ESpace test and/or evaluation maps to an agent’s perception and
vocabulary, there is an ASpace that mirrors ESpace. These spaces,
generically XSpaces, have the same form and share a mathematical description.
When executed together, Models A, D, and E represent a development cycle
quantitatively and flexibly. This capability allows SAbMDE to hypothesize that
DSpace characteristics constrain and guide an agent’s decision-making in ways that
conventional development cycle models can not. SAbMDE constructs DSpace from
sets of composable elements: vocabulary items, V, and relations, R. For example,
(3.1) and (3.2) are the basis of the simple DSpace fragment in Figure 3.2.
Composable elements are supplied directly by an agent or extracted from
documents by simple parsing or more sophisticated techniques such as those applied
by Park and Kim [115].

V = {v0, v1, v2, v3} (3.1)
R = {r0} (3.2)
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The construction begins at composition index 0 (lc = 0) with an empty set.
Construction continues by enumerating the composable elements at lc = 1, and then
by using the set-product operator to compose all the combinations of composable
elements for lc > 1. As a result, at every DSpace node (DNode) for lc > 1, an agent
decision-maker has exactly |V ||R| options from which to choose. Note that at
lc = 1, only the vocabulary items are listed because composition is the same as
vocabulary item selection at this composition index; relations have been enumerated
but not applied. DSpace is characterized by the choice of composable elements,
the numbers of types of composable elements, (|V | and |R|), and the number of
compositions, Lc, required to produce the DEP.

Figure 3.2. A simple DSpace excerpt with highlighted DPath.

A development agent navigates or traverses DSpace by deciding which
DNode to compose next. Figure 3.2 shows a DPath. Note that the DPath is not a
direct one. The decision to traverse to DNode e was a mistake that had to be
corrected. An evaluation of DNodes f and k confirmed the error. Thus, the actual
DPath is contorted. At each DNode, the structure of DSpace offers a probability
floor for the agent’s likelihood of making a successful decision, i.e., one that leads to
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the DEP. Those floor values are defined by (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), and they
correspond to random choices. In real situations, agents act with some level of skill.
To recognize this skill, the DNode probabilities are scaled with a 0-10
(random-perfect) index, fs, as in (3.7).

Q = |V ||R| (3.3)

u = 1
|V |

(3.4)

q = 1
Q

(3.5)

p(lc) =



0 , lc= 0

u , lc= 1

q , lc >1

(3.6)

p = x+ fs
10(1− x), fs = 0, 1, ...10 and x = u or q (3.7)

Research Question Answers

The model outlined above (supplemented with the Model Details chapter)
answers the first research question and lays the foundation for the answer to second
research question. The following four sections of this chapter answer the second
research question. The fourth section describes how development cycle likelihood of
success (the complement of risk) is calculated based on a cost-benefit objective
function. The third section describes the CBOF. And, the second and first sections
describe the benefit and cost calculations, respectively.
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Cost: SAbMDE Effort Estimation

One measure of project cost is the effort required to complete the project.
For SAbMDE, completing a project is traversing a DSpace along a DPath that leads
to a DEP. A traversal is a sequence of compositions. Each composition requires a
certain amount of effort that depends on the selected composable elements. If each
composable element is assigned a price, then each composition’s effort can be
calculated. The sum of a DPath’s compositions’ effort is the effort required to
complete the project.

DSpace Traversal

The ideal traversal of a DSpace to a specified DEP requires a sequence of Lc
correct composition decisions. What is an agent’s likelihood of making Lc correct
decisions in a row? The structure of DSpace is a graph, a tree, that defines the
minimal probability of a correct decision. At any DNode, that probability is the
inverse of an agent’s choice of DPath alternatives as in (3.4) and (3.5). Because,
at each DNode, an agent’s next-node traversal decision is independent of any
previous such decision [116], a DPath can be treated like a Markov Chain.
The Markov Chain probability is described by (3.8).

p(Lc) = p(1c)
Lc∏
lc=2

p(lc|(lc − 1))) (3.8)

After substitution of simplifying transforms, (4) and (5), the Markov Chain
probability becomes (3.9) or (3.10).

p(lc) = |V |(−2lc+1)|R|(−2lc+3) (3.9)
p(lc) = u2q(2lc−3) (3.10)

Figure 3.3 is a graph of (3.10) scaled with (3.7). It shows that, in all but the
case of the perfect decision-maker, the likelihood of successfully traversing a DEP
DPath is low. Even the skill index 9 agent has only a 50% chance of getting four
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sequential decisions correct. It is clear that every agent that attempts a DSpace
traversal will make mistakes, some more than others. This is not an unexpected
result. One implication is that only agents with maximum skill should be
decision-makers. Another implication is that whatever method an agent uses to
make a decision should be re-calibrated frequently to prevent the agent from sliding
down the multi-decision probability curve.

Figure 3.3. Probability of sequential decision success.

Resource Pricing and Utilization

Begin an estimate of the resource utilization associated with a DPath by
assigning a price to each vocabulary item and relation. Then, with an appropriate
function, assign a price to the act of their composition. Similarly, assign a price to
their decomposition. The definitions and equations below describe a simple
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pricing system.

Pv = vocabulary item price, actual or normalized
Pr = relation price, actual or normalized

gcp(Pv, Pr) = composition pricing function
gdp(Pv, Pr) = decomposition pricing function

fb = backtrack factor
lb = backtrack length
n = number of decision re-tries

gcp(Pv, Pr) = (Pv + Pr) (3.11)
gdp(Pv, Pr) = fbgcp(Pv, Pr) (3.12)

P = gcp + (n− 1)lbgdp (3.13)

Finally, calculate a DPath’s resource utilization by summing the composition
prices for each product in the DPath. Such a summation for as-yet untraversed
portions of the DPath is an estimate of the resources to be utilized. As noted
previously, only a perfect agent can make the perfect decision set to reach a DEP.
All other agents will make incorrect decisions. Of course, agents must attempt to
complete a project; so when an agent discovers an incorrect decision, they will likely
undo that decision and try again. The number of retries is a function of the agent’s
skill index and the number of alternative choices as defined by the DSpace.
An agent retries by selecting one of the alternatives, evaluating the selection,
and again discarding incorrect selections. The hypergeometric distribution [117] in
(3.14) can describe this process.
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pc(km) =

 KM

km

  M −KM

m− km


 M

m

 (3.14)

where
M = |V ||R|, KM = Mpskill

, km = 0

The (3.14) variables are interpreted as follows. For each skill index, there is a
probability, pskill, of making a correct decision. For a decision population size, M ,
pskill is equivalent to having a correct decision population size, KM . Given these
values, the hypergeometric distribution can calculate the probability that a sample
of size m will have km correct decisions. Setting km = 0 and choosing a small
probability criterion, pc(km), corresponds to calculating an upper limit on the
number of retries, n = km, that will guarantee a correct decision. Table 3.1 is an
excerpted example of this calculation for a pskill corresponding to skill index=0,
M = 100, KM = 1, and a 0.1 probability criterion, pc(km). The table shows that as
many as 90 retries are required to ensure a 90% chance of decision success.

Table 3.1. Hypergeometric retry count example.

n P(n)

1 0.99
2 0.98
3 0.97
— —
88 0.12
89 0.11
90 0.10
91 0.09
92 0.08
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When an agent makes an incorrect decision, the agent may continue on the
incorrect DPath for some number of compositions. Once the error is discovered,
the agent will likely return to the last correct decision and retry; and the no longer
needed compositions will be decomposed during the return trip. Equations (3.12)
and (3.13) handle the added resource utilization with the backtrack length and
backtrack factor parameters. The latter assumes that the price of composition and
decomposition differ. Figure 3.4 shows resource utilization estimates calculated as
described above. These estimates were calculated using skill index 7,
with vocabulary item and relation prices of 1 and 10, respectively, and with
backtrack length and backtrack factor values of 1 and 1.5, respectively. In keeping
with the last Markov Chain implication noted above, estimates are repeated at each
composition index of the 20-composition project.

Figure 3.4. Cumulative resource utilization as estimated from each composition
index (lc) for skill index = 7.
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For each graph trace, the resource utilization value on the far right (lc = 20)
is the estimate for the remainder of the project as viewed from the composition
index of the origin of the trace. When only those far right values were plotted as a
function of their origins (lc = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), they appear as shown in Figure 3.5 which
includes estimates for each skill index.

Figure 3.5. Cumulative resource utilization.

This resource utilization estimation method allows an agent to calculate the
cost of a DSpace traversal. The Chapter 4 COCOMO Comparison section provides
support for this assertion.

Benefit: SAbMDE Information From Testing

This section is presented in four parts. First, building on the Figure 3.1
framework in the first section of this paper, the value of a development step is
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defined in terms of its information content. Second, the information source and
other details are explained. Third, the DSpace traversal guidance that this
technique offers to an agent is demonstrated with two examples. Fourth and finally,
the ability to calculate a development process’s probability of success is explained
and demonstrated.

Development Step Value

Consider the following conditions of a never-before-attempted project. First,
at the very beginning of the project, nothing is known about the end product, so
there is a large amount of information that must be gathered and focused on the
project. Otherwise, there can be no understanding of how to proceed. Second,
at the successful end of the project, everything is known about the DEP; there is no
remaining information to be gathered. Third, because the project is developed in a
step-wise fashion, each step must somehow use or absorb an increment of the
gathered information. A SAbMDE development step is a composition of vocabulary
items and relations represented by a development node (DNode). With each DNode
absorbing information, Figure 3.6 shows notionally that the information content of a
DSpace, as measured from successive points along a net DPath, decreases from a
maximum value at the beginning of a project to zero at its successful conclusion.
The original DSpace is densely packed with information for an agent to evaluate.
As the agent traverses the DSpace, its information is dissipated by the agent’s
increasing certainty about the next steps. This decrease is inherent in the structure
of DSpace.
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Figure 3.6. DSpace information content decreases as traversal approaches desired
end product (DEP).

This notional concept of information decrease is captured more rigorously
beginning with (3.15), which restates Shannon’s basic information definition [118].

h = log2(
1
p

) (3.15)

Given this definition, a quantity of information can be assigned to a DNode
using the probabilities (3.4) and (3.5). A DSpace is a union of DNodes.
Equation (3.16) computes the number of DNodes in a DSpace defined by |V |, |R|,
and Lc; therefore, (3.17) defines the total information in that DSpace as it is viewed
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from the DSpace origin.

NS(V,R, Lc) = 0 + |V |+
Lc∑
lc=2
|V |lc|R|lc−1 = |V |+ 1

|R|

Lc∑
lc=2

Qlc (3.16)

HS(V,R, Lc, skill) =
|V |log2(

1
u

) +
log2(1

q
)

|R|

Lc∑
lc=2

Qlc


skill=0

(3.17)

Consider the view of the DSpace from some later composition level, lc > 2.
Equation (10) defines the information in that sub-DSpace.

HS(V,R, Lc − lc, skill) =
 log2(1

q
)

|R|

Lc∑
l=lc

Ql


skill=0

(3.18)

Equation (11) is the ratio of the sub-DSpace information to the full
DSpace information.

ηS = HS(V,R, Lc − lc, skill)
HS(V,R, Lc, skill)

(3.19)

Equations (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19) are symbolic expressions of Figure 3.6.
ηs decreases as lc increases. If this characteristic is true for the DSpace as a whole,
then it must also apply to any sub-section of the DSpace, such as a DPath.
Consider the nodes associated with a single DPath. A DPath traversal involves only
a portion of the DNodes in the DSpace. The random probabilities, (3.4) and (3.5),
dictate that at each composition level, lc, an agent may examine as many as Q
nodes to make a next-DNode decision. Consequently, (3.20) states the number of
DNodes associated with the DPath, and, as was done with (3.17) for the DSpace as
a whole, (3.21) defines the maximum information in a DPath with respect to the
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origin of the DPath.

NP (V,R, Lc) = [|V |+ (Lc − 2)Q]skill=0 (3.20)

HP (V,R, Lc, skill) =
[
|V |log2(

1
u

) + (Lc − 2)Qlog2(
1
q

)
]
skill=0

(3.21)

In general, the decision probability pskill, is a function of the composition
index, lc; therefore, the information in the DPath traversed with pskill is defined by
(3.22). However, if pskill is treated as constant, (3.4) and (3.5), pskill dictates the
number of DNodes examined at each composition level. The general expression,
(3.22), can then be simplified into (3.23) where nl is the number of decision retries
associated with pskill.

HP (V,R, Lc, skill) =
 Lc∑
lc=1

n(l)∑
k=0

log2(
1

pskill(lc)
)


0<skill<1

(3.22)

HP (V,R, Lc, skill) =


(nl=1(skill) + 1)log2( 1

u
)

+(Lc − 1)(nl≥2(skill) + 1)log2(1
q
) , lc = 1

(Lc − lc)(nl≥2(skill) + 1)log2(1
q
) , lc ≥ 1

(3.23)

ηP = HP (V,R, Lc − lc, skill)
HP (V,R, Lc, skill)

(3.24)

As is the case for the DSpace as a whole, Figure 3.7 plots (3.24) and shows
that any DPath’s information decreases to a minimum as an agent traverses the
DPath towards an EP. In accordance with the Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT)
Information Axiom, SAbMDE asserts that the information reaches its absolute
minimum when the DPath is a net traversed DPath to a DEP. On the one hand,
an agent can wander in a DSpace creating an arbitrarily long and convoluted DPath
that may never terminate at a DEP. On the other hand, some wandering is
necessary; the point of an agent’s (hopefully) wise explorations of DSpace is to
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locate the net DEP DPath. A net DEP DPath is the DPath that a perfect agent
would choose to reach a DEP. Practically, a net DPath is found, after the fact, to be
the DPath that an agent has actually traversed minus any convolutions.
For example, in Figure 3.2, the actual and net DPaths are described, respectively,
by the DNode sequences shown in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.7. Normalized DPath information vs. composition index, lc, by skill index.

Table 3.2. Comparison of Figure 3.2 DPaths.

DPath Type
DPath Index (Traversal and Navigation)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Actual a b c d e f’ e d g k’ g h’ g h i DEP
Net a b c d g h i DEP

The actual DPath in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2 has several convolutions.
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A traversal to DNode e turned out to be a misstep that required backtracking; and
two next-step contemplations (navigations) to DNodes k and f were discarded.
Looking back at the actual traversal history, an agent can see the minimal or net
sequence of DNodes that should have been traversed. It is the net DPath’s
information that decreases most as the traversal approaches a DEP. The net DPaths
have the minimum information content of all DPaths in the DSpace as required by
the Information Axiom. Figure 3.7 shows that a DPath conforms to this axiom.

Information Source

Until this point in the discussion, an agent’s ability to traverse DSpace
efficiently was represented with a scaled probability of successful next-DNode
selection, (3.7). The structure of DSpace provided a floor value for this probability.
However, no justification for assigning particular values above that floor was stated.
Equivalently, according to (3.15), no source of decision-enhancing information was
identified. To cure this justification deficiency, assume that any increase in
probability must be contributed by an agent. Then, let the agent generate
additional probability traditionally: with tests [119]. Such tests allow an agent to
acquire and add the necessary information to the DSpace. SAbMDE prescribes tests
in the following way.

ti = test definition (3.25)

τi = test result =


-1 not performed
0|1 failure|success
[0,1],r degree of success

(3.26)

ri = test result resolution (3.27)
wi = weight value for ti (3.28)
T = test set, e.g., { {t0,τ0,w0}, ...{ti,τi,wi},...{tn−1,τn−1,wn−1} } (3.29)

Each test, ti, is conceived and constructed by an agent and added to a test
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set, T . When a next-DNode decision is to be made, the test set members are
performed on each DNode candidate. For each DNode candidate, the test results
are combined into a non-dimensional quantity according to (3.30).

ν(l, k) = 1
|T |

|T |−1∑
i=0

wiτi where
∑

wi = |T | (3.30)

To the degree that the test set is complete, sufficient, and executed properly,
(3.30) provides a scaled value that directly represents a DNode’s fitness for inclusion
in a DEP DPath. This value supplies the additional probability of DNode selection
success by replacing (3.7) with (3.31). Note that (3.31) should be applied according
to the rules stated by (3.32).

p = x+ ν(l, k)(1− x) where x = u or q (3.31)

p =


x when no tests are available
p when any test results are available
0 when all test results fail

(3.32)

Cost-Benefit Analysis

Composition value provides a necessary guiding mechanism for an agent’s
DSpace traversal. But it is not sufficient. For example, an agent may define a test
that cannot be passed, or that does not adequately distinguish DNodes, or that
selects an excessively expensive DNode. A better guiding mechanism would account
for all relevant development factors. For this purpose, consider a cost-benefit
analysis in the form of an objective function (CBOF) that includes both resource
utilization and composition value, (3.31). Raw composition cost is derived from the
pricing function (3.13) using the method pictured in Figure 3.4 in combination with
3.33 and 3.34.
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ur(lc, k, pskill) =
 lc = lcurrent , ur = actual utilization
lc > lcurrent , ur = estimated utilization

(3.33)

umax(lc, k, pskill) = ur(lc, k, pskill=0) (3.34)

In the same way that a relative fitness measure, ν, was attached to each
next-DNode candidate, a corresponding relative resource utilization measure, µ, is
also attached. The non-dimensional quantity, µ, is defined by (3.35). Note that µ
decreases as u increases.

µ = 1− ur
umax

(3.35)

Both components of a cost-benefit analysis are now available. A CBOF that
uses these components may take many forms; however, any CBOF, ω, must satisfy
three basic criteria:

• ω must increase as ν increases.

• ω must decrease as µ increases.

• For ν = 0, ω must equal 0.

The CBOF defined by (3.36) satisfies these criteria. It is illustrated in
Figure 3.8 where the µ and ν exponents, c and b respectively, are both 1.

ω = µcνb (3.36)

The cost and benefit exponents cause the CBOF to bend so that initial development
activity has a greater or lesser contribution towards the ultimate CBOF goal.
Because the CBOF guides every development decision, adjusting these exponents
can materially influence development timing, product quality, and developer
attitude/culture. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the effects of these exponents and
provide development managers with a tool for exerting control and capturing status.
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Figure 3.8. Cost-benefit objective function with cost and benefit exponents = 1.00.
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Figure 3.9. Cost-benefit objective function with cost and benefit exponents = 0.50.
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Figure 3.10. Cost-benefit objective function with cost and benefit exponents = 1.75.

Risk Calculation

It appears that SAbMDE does show promise for quantifying development
processes and guiding an agent’s decision-making. However, these results can be
extended a step further by considering the information captured in the DEP DPath
in the context of the Shannon information formula (3.15) when restated as in (3.37).
The DPath information is the sum of the information in each of the DPath’s
DNodes.
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HP (V,R, Lc, skill) = log2(
1
p

) (3.37)

The probability associated with the DEP DPath information can be
interpreted as the probability of successful traversal (3.38) towards the DEP.

psuccess = 1
2HP (V,R,Lc,skill)

(3.38)

It follows that the probability of project failure, i.e., the risk of not
approaching the DEP, is given by (3.39).

risk = pfailure = 1− psuccess = 1− 1
2HP (V,R,Lc,skill)

(3.39)

DPaths can be quite long, perhaps hundreds or thousands of compositions
long. Because each DNode’s worst-case information value corresponds to the
DSpace’s structural probability (which can be small for large Q), each DNode’s
information value can be large. Consequently, the sum of the DNodes’ information,
a DPath’s information, can grow quite large. Because the psuccess range is [0,1],
the non-linear Hp( ) range is [∞,0]; Figure 3.11 illustrates this relationship.
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Figure 3.11. Probability vs information calculated with Shannon’s formula.

In practice, a probability lower limit value would be chosen to fix an
information upper limit, hul and this limit can be used to scale raw calculated
DPath information values to the range needed by (3.38). For example, a 0.1
probability lower limit value means a 10% chance of DPath success. That
probability value corresponds to an information upper limit value of 3.3219281
according to (3.38). Mapping the information upper limit value to the largest DPath
information value among the set of values to be compared creates a scale factor,
(3.40), that also maps the comparison set into a range suitable for use in (3.38).

fh = hul
HP (V,R, Lc, skill)

(3.40)
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Table 3.3 is one example where actual information values, randomly selected
from a [0, 10,000] range, were scaled with (3.40). Table 3.3 shows that cumulative
scaled information values can distinguish potentially successful DPaths from the
remaining DPaths. A statistical justification for this assertion is presented in the
Model Details chapter 7.

The scaling technique works because an agent needs only to rank DPath
alternatives by their merit, and for this purpose, only the relative information values
are needed, not their absolute values. The scaled information allows the probability
of success or the risk of failure to be calculated for any DPath under consideration.

Table 3.3. DPath information values scaled for probability calculation.

DPath
Information Probability

Actual Scaled Success Risk

0 9722.08 3.32 0.10 0.90
1 9573.81 3.27 0.10 0.90
2 7641.55 2.61 0.16 0.84
3 7425.23 2.54 0.17 0.83
4 7203.59 2.46 0.18 0.82
5 7122.48 2.43 0.19 0.81
6 6156.17 2.10 0.23 0.77
7 5064.31 1.73 0.30 0.70
8 4733.53 1.62 0.33 0.67
9 4728.82 1.46 0.36 0.64
10 4200.02 1.44 0.37 0.63
11 3355.10 1.15 0.45 0.55
12 1363.45 0.47 0.72 0.28
13 1147.63 0.39 0.76 0.24
14 672.13 0.23 0.85 0.15
15 591.31 0.20 0.87 0.13
16 91.93 0.03 0.98 0.02

Figure 3.11 contains an alternate hul value, 9.9568, that corresponds to an
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effective 0 probability value. This alternate value is useful for those domains where
a 0 probability value makes sense. The Risk Analysis Quality Test Scoring example
in Chapter 5 is such a case.

To summarize, SAbMDE can model the development of products composed
from a defined set of elements. The modeling includes (a) estimating the effort
required to complete a development project, (b) capturing an agent’s understanding
of the DEP and then (c) combining and converting effort estimates and agent
understanding into quantitative indicators of next development steps. One of those
indicators is the likelihood (probability) of project success, the complement of
project risk. SAbMDE allows an agent to make practical use of the link between
project success probability and the agent’s understanding of the product to be
developed.
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CHAPTER 4

MODEL VALIDATION

COCOMO Comparison

Cone Of Uncertainty Comparison

Table 4.1 shows that, at composition index 0, the high skill index estimate
values are approximately 16 times the low estimate values. The Figure 3.5 estimates
were computed with vocabulary item and relation prices of 5 and 8 respectively.
Figure 4.1 shows the 16:1 skill indices computed for other prices. It shows that these
indices vary only slightly with price, and even then, only at the smallest prices.

Table 4.1. 16:1 Estimate Ratios by Skill Index.

Low Skill Index
High Skill Index

10.00 9.25 9.00 8.00

0.00 111.00 38.50 21.00
1.00 111.00 38.50 21.00
1.33 16.00
1.82 16.00
2.00 31.00 16.00 11.00 6.00
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Figure 4.1. Skill Indices for 16:1 estimate ratios by price.

When the 16:1 ratio skill index calculation is done with fixed price but with
varying backtrack parameter values, as in Table 4.2, there is also only a
slight variation.

Table 4.2. 16:1 Estimate Ratios by Backtrack Parameters.

Backtrack Factor
Backtrack Length

1 2 3

0.00 10.26 9.82 9.67
0.10 10.18 9.78 9.64
0.25 10.08 9.73 9.61
0.50 9.96 9.67 9.57
0.75 9.88 9.63 9.54
1.00 9.82 9.60 9.52
1.50 9.73 9.55 9.49
2.00 9.67 9.52 9.47
3.00 9.60 9.49 9.45
4.00 9.55 9.46 9.43
5.00 9.52 9.45 9.42
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The 16:1 ratio of high to low estimate values as a function of skill index,
as revealed by the effort estimation procedure, appears to be a nearly invariant
characteristic of DSpace. The deeper meaning of this invariance is not yet apparent.
However, the 16:1 ratio is noteworthy because it is very similar to empirical data
captured in Boehm’s [120](p.311) Cone of Uncertainty (COU) shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) effort estimation for various
program sizes measured in thousands of lines of source code (KLOC).

COCOMO Effort Estimation

This similarity encourages additional comparison with COCOMO
estimation [121]. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are the COCOMO effort estimation
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formula that computes the Person-Months (PM) required by a project.
The formula is an exponential regression curve based on code size and other
variables derived from analysis of project data. Code size, Size, is measured in
thousands of lines of source code (KLOC).

PMNS = A(SizeE)
nh∏
i=1

EM i (4.1)

where E = B + 0.01
5∑
j=1

SFj (4.2)

The project-related Scale Factors (SF ) and the developer-related Effort
Multipliers (EM) are computed from subjective data. An estimator observes,
surveys, and otherwise gathers data that is then ranked with the scales in Tables 4.3
and 4.4. The regression parameters A through E calibrate the model to the
available data. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show those parameter values calibrated to the
COCOMO data set.

Table 4.3. COCOMO Scale Factors.

Scale Factors
Scale Factor Range

Very Low Low Normal High Very High Extra High

PREC 6.20 4.96 3.72 2.48 1.24 0.00
FLEX 5.07 4.05 3.04 2.03 1.01 0.00
RESL 7.07 5.65 4.24 2.83 1.41 0.00
TEAM 5.48 4.38 3.29 2.19 1.10 0.00
PMAT 7.80 6.24 4.68 3.12 1.56 0.00

Sum 31.62 25.28 18.97 12.65 6.32 0.00
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Table 4.4. COCOMO Effort Multipliers.

Effort Multipliers
Effort Multiplier Range

Very Low Low Normal High Very High

ACAP 1.42 1.19 1.00 0.85 0.71
PCAP 1.34 1.15 1.00 0.88 0.08
PCON 1.29 1.12 1.00 0.90 0.81
APEX 1.22 1.10 1.00 0.88 0.81
PLEX 1.19 1.09 1.00 0.91 0.85
LTEX 1.20 1.09 1.00 0.91 0.84
Others 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Product 4.28 2.00 1.00 0.49 0.03

Table 4.5. COCOMO Regression Parameters A - D.

Names Values

KLOC 100
A 2.94
B 0.91
C 3.67
D 0.28
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Table 4.6. COCOMO Regression Parameters SF, EM, and E ranges.

Names
Values

Min(Effort) Max(Effort)

Effort Multipliers 4.28 0.03
Scale Factors 31.62 6.32

E 1.23 0.97

Figure 4.3 shows COCOMO estimates calculated with the parameters above
and for a range of code sizes. In anticipation of comparison with SAbMDE
estimates, only the upper limit estimate values, those for E = 1.23, were plotted.
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Figure 4.3. Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) effort estimation for various
program sizes measured in thousands of lines of source code (KLOC).

SAbMDE-to-COCOMO Comparison

The successful comparison of SAbMDE resource utilization and COCOMO
effort estimates requires a slight adjustment of the independent variable that
indexes the SAbMDE resource utilization values. For SAbMDE, skill index = 0
indicates that an agent makes random composition decisions; whereas skill index =
10 indicates perfect decisions. However, for COCOMO, skill index = 0 indicates a
minimal (non-random) level of skill whereas skill index = 10 indicates a maximum
skill level that is less than perfect. This was described by Boehm [121](p.31),
e.g., ”Analyst teams that fall in the fifteenth percentile are rated very low and those
that fall in the ninetieth percentile are rated as very high.” To resolve these scaling
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differences, SAbMDE skill indices 0 and 10 were removed. SAbMDE skill indices 1
and 9 were matched to COCOMO skill indices 0 and 10; and the remaining
SAbMDE skill index intervals were stretched by 10/8 to fit the new end points.
The result of this adjustment is shown in Table 4.7. The new 9-point scale now has
the same meaning for both SAbMDE and COCOMO estimate values. Table 4.7 also
shows the corresponding Scaled EM values.

Table 4.7. Skill Index and COCOMO Regression Parameter E, Adjusted
.

Standard

COCOMO

Skill Index Scaled EM

0.00 4.28
1.00 3.85
2.00 3.43
3.00 3.00
4.00 2.58
5.00 2.15
6.00 1.73
7.00 1.30
8.00 0.88
9.00 0.45
10.00 0.03

Truncated

SAbME

Skill Index

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

9.00

Adjusted

SAbME COCOMO

Skill Index Scaled EM

0.00 4.28

1.25 3.74

2.50 3.21

3.75 2.68

5.00 2.15

6.25 1.62

7.50 1.09

8.75 0.56

10.00 0.03

When the Figure 4.3 COCOMO and SAbMDE estimates are recalculated
with their corresponding adjusted skill indices, the estimates can be compared
confidently. The comparison, COCOMO with SAbMDE estimates overlaid, is shown
graphically in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. SAbMDE-to-COCOMO effort estimation comparison for various KLOC
values.

The SAbMDE and COCOMO estimates, Si and Ci, were closely matched by
setting initial composable element prices, gcp(1, 1) from (10), and then incrementally
increasing those prices until the estimates’ mean sum of differences (MSD) were
minimized using (4.3). The minimization was performed with a simple brute force
technique. The minimization target on the right-hand side of (4.4) is calculated by
applying a minimization criterion, ε, to the mean sum of the COCOMO estimate
for a given KLOC value. For example, ε = 0.1.

msd = 1
N

N∑
i=0
|Ci − Si| (4.3)
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msd ≤ ε

N

N∑
i=0
|Ci| (4.4)

The SAbMDE and COCOMO estimates compare favorably over their
common skill index ranges. They compare even more favorably over a central range,
skill index from 3 to 7; and it was this central range that was used for the
MSD matching.

Comparison To Axiomatic Design Theory

Axiomatic Design Theory was created by Nam Suh to add rigor to the design
process. As evidenced by the examples in his book [19] and the theory’s subsequent
adoption, ADT has proven to be a useful tool. Presumably, other design theories
that aspire to similar usefulness should display characteristics that correspond to, or
show compatibility with, ADT principles. Table 4.8 measures SAbMDE
correspondence to ADT. Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show the basis of that
measurement.

Table 4.8. Results of an SAbMDE to ADT comparison.

Totals Responses Applicable Total Scores

Axioms Y N NA T-NA Y/(T-NA) Y/T

2 2 0 0 2 2/2 (100%) 2/2 (100%)

Corollaries

8 6 0 2 6 6/6 (100%) 6/8 (75%)

Theorems

16 9 0 7 9 9/9 (100%) 9/16 (56%)

All

26 17 0 9 17 17/17 (100%) 17/26 (65%)
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Table 4.9. ADT axioms and SAbMDE equivalents.

ADT Axioms

# Match Model Discussion

1 Y
ADT Independence

SAbMDE The standard and preferred form of DSpace has completely
independent goals and requirements (the equivalents of
ADT FRs). Although SAbMDE will allow dependence, de-
pendence is treated as a malformation to be corrected.

2 Y
ADT Information

SAbMDE As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the structure of DSpace in-
herently minimizes remaining DSpace information as a net
DPath traversal approaches its DEP. Conversely, traversals
that lead away from a DEP increase remaining information.

Table 4.10. ADT corollaries and SAbMDE equivalents.

ADT Corollaries

# Match Model Comparison

1 Y
ADT Decoupling of Coupled Design

SAbMDE "... Corollary 1 is a direct consequence of Axiom 1."
[19](p.52) As with Axiom 1, the structure of DSpace sat-
isfies Corollary 1.

2 Y
ADT Minimization of FRs
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Table 4.10 continued

SAbMDE Tests that effectively seek the net DEP DPath adhere to
and do not exceed the specified goals and requirements;
SAbMDE meta-tests ensure adherence. SAbMDE does not
prevent an agent from adding or expanding requirements.
However, the discussion surrounding Table 3.3 shows that
such addition will increase actual information values and
thus alert the agent to the likely increased complexity.

3 Y
ADT Integration of Physical Parts

SAbMDE Corollary 3 is a specific technique for minimizing informa-
tion content. SAbMDE accommodates this and other tech-
niques.

4 Y
ADT Use of Standardization

SAbMDE Corollary 4 is a specific technique for minimizing informa-
tion content. SAbMDE supports this technique. For ex-
ample, DPath analysis may reveal repeated sub-sequences
that represent standard "parts". Deliberate, strategic use
of those sub-sequences, i.e., standardization, is not enforced
by the model. But an agent is free, perhaps wise, to use
those sub-sequences in a standard way.

5 NA
ADT Use of Symmetry

SAbMDE Corollary 5 is a specific technique for minimizing infor-
mation content. However, as described by Suh [19](p.
53), this corollary is domain-specific. SAbMDE is domain-
independent and does not currently address this corollary
directly.

6 Y
ADT Largest Tolerance
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Table 4.10 continued

SAbMDE ADT tolerances correspond to SAbMDE relation argument
value ranges and resolutions. As discussed in section 7,
range and resolution form an XSpace extension. Decreas-
ing ranges and/or resolutions reduces the extension size;
this equates to increasing tolerances. Figure 3.6 shows that
decreased extension size (represented by the shaded areas)
decreases information content.

7 Y
ADT Uncoupled Design with Less Information

SAbMDE "Corollary 7 states that there is always an uncoupled design
that involves less information than a coupled design. This
corollary is a consequence of Axioms 1 and 2." [19](p.54) Be-
cause SAbMDE satisfies the Axioms, it also satisfies Corol-
lary 7. FR coupling is strongly discouraged by SAbMDE;
however, its occurrence in an XSpace would require addi-
tional tests to ensure that both FR coupling and individual
FRs are satisfied. By definition, this increases XSpace in-
formation for a given DEP. It follows that any uncoupled
XSpace must be suspect if its information content is greater
than the corresponding coupled XSpace.

8 NA
ADT Effective Reangularity of a Scalar

SAbMDE Reangularity is an ADT-specific measure of functional in-
dependence. There is not a direct SAbMDE equivalent.
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Table 4.11. ADT theorems and SAbMDE equivalents.

ADT Theorems

# Match Model Comparison

1 Y
ADT Coupling Due to Insufficient Number of DPs

SAbMDE When the selected composable elements are insufficient,
either in number or DEP relevance, the DEP cannot be
achieved.

2 Y
ADT Decoupling of Coupled Design

SAbMDE When the selected composable elements are insufficient, the
insufficiency is cured by discarding/adding composable ele-
ments or by improving tests to make composable elements
more relevant to the DEP.

3 Y
ADT Redundant Design

SAbMDE When the selected composable elements are insufficient, the
insufficiency is cured by discarding/adding composable ele-
ments or by improving tests to make composable elements
more relevant to the DEP.

4 Y
ADT Ideal Design

SAbMDE For each minor development phase (e.g., CRDIE phases),
there is a minimum necessary and sufficient set of compos-
able elements, tests, and other SAbMDE elements that cor-
respond to the best DEP. The best DEP is defined as the
DEP that the global minimum information content among
all related DEP XSpaces.

5 Y
ADT Need for New Design
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Table 4.11 continued

SAbMDE An XSpace is initially created by the enumeration of com-
posable elements. If, at a subsequent composition index, ad-
ditional composable elements are enumerated and they are
associated with a previous composition index or phase, then
the current XSpace no longer contains the DEP. A successor
XSpace must be constructed with the updated composable
element set; and the agent must traverse from the current
XSpace position to the corresponding new position. Only
then can the traversal to the DEP continue.

6 NA
ADT Path Independency of Uncoupled Design

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

7 NA
ADT Path Independency of Coupled and Uncoupled Design

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

8 NA
ADT Independence and Tolerance

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

9 NA
ADT Design for Manufacturability

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

10 NA
ADT Modularity of Independence Measures

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

11 NA
ADT Invariance
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Table 4.11 continued

SAbMDE This theorem is ADT-specific; currently, there is no SAb-
MDE counterpart.

12 Y
ADT Sum of Information

SAbMDE As described in the Chapter 3 Information Source sub-
section, SAbMDE makes explicit use of this theorem.

13 Y
ADT Information Content of the Total System

SAbMDE Figure 3.7 and its surrounding discussion describe SAbMDE
correspondence to Theorem 13.

14 Y
ADT Information Content of Coupled vs Uncoupled Designs

SAbMDE FR coupling is strongly discouraged by SAbMDE; however,
its occurrence in an XSpace would require additional tests
to ensure that both FR coupling and individual FRs are sat-
isfied. By definition, this increases XSpace information for a
given DEP. For SAbMDE, if this theorem’s postulated FR
change is taken as previous-phase SAbMDE change, then
XSpace information increase would be magnified by adjust-
ments described in the Theorem 5 discussion.

15 NA
ADT Design-Manufacturing Interface

SAbMDE SAbMDE does not directly address manufacturability; how-
ever, such concerns can be addressed with appropriate tests.

16 Y
ADT Equality of Information Content

SAbMDE XSpace information content is directly related to agent-
defined tests. SAbMDE 3.30 allows an agent to apply a
weighting factor to the tests. Weighting factors can all be
set to 1 for complete correspondence to Theorem 16.
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Risk Analysis Quality Test

The Society For Risk Analysis (SRA) has published a metric for judging the
quality of a risk analysis, the Risk Analysis Quality Test (RAQT) [51]; see
Appendix A. It is a series of 73 questions to be answered Y/N/NA by an analyst
and/or other analysis stakeholders. The RAQT’s goal is to measure and improve
the quality of an active risk assessment task. SAbMDE allows an agent to measure
development cycle risk; presumably, the quality of the measurement can and should
be tested. Tables 4.12 and 4.13 show the RAQT applied to SAbMDE. Note that the
RAQT is focused on outcome risk whereas SAbMDE addresses process risk.
Consequently, some interpretation of RAQT terminology is needed; see explanatory
discussion in Table 4.13.

Table 4.12. Results of an RAQT evaluation of SAbMDE.

Questions Responses Applicable Total Scores

Total Y N NA T-NA Y/(T-NA) Y/T

73 34 18 21 52 34/52 (65%) 34/73 (47%)

Table 4.13. Details of an RAQT evaluation of SAbMDE.

Questions Responses

Group A Answer Discussion

1.1 Y The SAbMDE risk analysis goal is the quantitative calcula-
tion of development cycle risk, a kind of process risk.

1.2 Y The test results that are the input to the risk calculation
provide a measure of the quality of the assessment. The cost
of traversal, forward or back, can be estimated.
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Table 4.13 continued

2 Y The agent-generated tests that compel decisions are as spe-
cific as the agent is willing and able to make them. XSpace
structure clearly defines decision alternatives.

3 Y SAbMDE operations are driven entirely by agent decisions.

4 Y SAbMDE has features that accommodate, promote, and re-
port collaboration; however, collaboration is not enforced.

5 NA

6.1 NA It is fully expected that an agent using the model would ef-
fectively engage all stakeholders; however, in a particular ap-
plication, the model can only report the likely poorer results.
It cannot enforce engagement.

6.2 Y Risk analysis happens continuously and is available for ad-
justment at any point during the development cycle.

7.1 Y The SAbMDE level of detail feature provides the basis for
translation of risk and other development concepts to parties
at all levels and to those who merely wish to view the project
at a different level of detail.

7.2 Y Visualizing and presenting relative values of decision alter-
natives is inherent in the model’s operation. Evaluation of
test quality, especially with SAbMDE-defined standard tests
and when alternative test results are not distinct, highlights
analysis limitations.

8 N Useful visualization of project status has always been a SAb-
MDE goal and planning point; but only minimal implemen-
tation currently exists.

9 Y The model is specifically designed with the breadth, depth,
and detail to support management decisions.
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Table 4.13 continued

10.1 N Any such concerns would be expressed in test content. The
model does not restrict or enforce test content; test content
is entirely at the agent’s discretion.

10.2 N

Group B Answer Discussion

1.1 Y The model is based on a selection of composable elements
that evolve and converge on a standard set over the course of
the analysis. The tests that guide the analysis are based on
these elements. Also, there are standard, required, domain-
independent tests that verify test integrity and comprehen-
siveness. Taken all together, these tests for a taxonomy of
development hazards/events.

1.2 NA

1.3 Y Development “black swans” are (1) alternatives untested by
agent choice, (2) missing composable elements resulting in
needed but missing tests, (3) agent failure or inability to gen-
erate appropriate tests, (4) test mis-evaluation whether will-
ful or inadvertent. All of these are addressed by acquiring
needed skill and/or expertise, by properly constructing and
executing new and/or updated tests, and finally, by correctly
interpreting an evaluating test results.

1.4 Y Consequences of failure to execute or operate the model prop-
erly can be documented clearly.

2.0 Y The Risk Generating Process (RGP) is well understood be-
cause the structure of the model, XSpace, is the RGP. All of
the model’s operations are performed in the context of XS-
pace.
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Table 4.13 continued

3.0 Y Yes, the RGP complexity is understood. SAbMDE is an on-
going research project; so “fully” does not yet apply; how-
ever, certain complexities are understood and others are an-
ticipated.

4.0 Y The model allows an agent to identify alternative DPaths
some number of decisions beyond an agent’s current DSpace
location. Thus, the agent can get early warning of trouble-
some situations.

5.0 Y First, the model’s structure and operations are intended to
be seminal/foundational and changes at that level are not
expected. However, SAbMDE research is on-going; and there
will, almost certainly, be refinements, updates, and additions.
The effects of such changes would certainly be recognized.

Group C Answer Discussion

1.0 Y Although improved risk communication is one of the model’s
motivations and such features are integrated into the model,
the current implementation has not begun to address any for-
mal risk communication standard.

2.0 Y As noted, effective risk communication is a major modeling
concern; however, at this point in the model’s development,
all considerations have not yet been considered.

Group D Answer Discussion

1.0 NA It is fully expected that an agent using the SAbMDE would
effectively engage all stakeholders; however, in a particular
application, the model can only report the likely poorer re-
sults. SAbMDE cannot enforce engagement.

Group E Answer Discussion
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Table 4.13 continued

1.0 Y Modeling assumptions are captured in test sets; the model
assumes that test sets are public and derived by consensus.
The implications of test set usage are also assumed to be
public. The model can be executed with variations of tests
so that the effects of individual tests on model results can be
evaluated.

2.0 NA Although the model is the RGP and its workings are pub-
lished, the agent is responsible for communicating to decision-
makers the details of those workings and the scope of their
application.

3.0 NA Although the model is the RGP and its workings are pub-
lished, the agent is responsible for communicating to decision-
makers the details of those workings and the scope of their
application.

Group F Answer Discussion

1.0 Y The model allows an agent to identify alternative DPaths for
some number of decisions beyond an agent’s current DSpace
location. The alternative DPaths are determined by test re-
sults; and the tests are tied directly to goals and objectives.

Group G Answer Discussion

1.0 Y Modeling knowledge is captured in and characterized by test
sets. The model assumes that test sets are public and derived
by consensus; so the basis of test content can be assumed to
be discussed and shared among stakeholders.

2.0 Y Modeling knowledge is captured in and characterized by test
sets. Those test sets are evaluated based on quantitative val-
ues that reveal the strength of the underlying knowledge.
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Table 4.13 continued

3.0 NA Although the model provides some information about the lim-
itations of knowledge, the agent is responsible for communi-
cating those limitations to decision-makers.

4.0 NA Although the model may provide some information about
Black Swans, the agent is responsible for considering their
importance.

5.0 NA From the model’s point of view, conflicting expert opinion
is captured in and characterized by test sets. The agent
is responsible for communicating those conflicts to decision-
makers.

6.0 NA Although the model may report insufficient and/or inade-
quate knowledge captured in tests, the agent is responsible
for seeking and capturing that knowledge.

7.0 Y The model does report low probability events. Such reporting
is a function of the test sets employed.

Group H Answer Discussion

1.0 Y Modeling knowledge is captured in and characterized by test
sets. Evaluation of test results, especially meta-tests (in-
tegrity, completeness, etc.) will likely reveal data limitations.

2.0 Y The model includes database support for storing analysis data
and meta-data.

3.0 Y For a given schedule of input parameter and test sets, the
model is deterministic; consequently, the analysis results are
reproducible.

4.0 Y As the model is executed iteratively to perform an analysis,
its internal state is monitored and checked for consistency.
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Table 4.13 continued

5.0 NA The agent is responsible for the validation of input parameter
and test set content.

Group I Answer Discussion

1.0 NA The model’s execution and operation provides information
about analysis limitations; but the agent is responsible for
describing those limitations.

2.0 Y The model’s internal calculations have been verified; how-
ever, the model and supporting research are on-going. More
remains to be done.

3.0 Y The model’s metrics and calculations have been peer-
reviewed.

Group J Answer Discussion

1.0 Y Once test sets are defined, all uncertainties related to model
execution are well-known.
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Table 4.13 continued

2.0 N In the context of the model, questions J2-J9 and J12-J15 have
two parts.
The first part of each question implicitly asks whether the
specified uncertainties have been handled by the model. The
model calculates the likelihood of project success; but the
model does not currently treat the calculation’s inputs as
aleatorically uncertain. Further model development will cure
that deficiency; but currently, the response to this part of the
question must be “No”.
The second part of each question asks whether the handling
of those uncertainties have been “characterized in terms that
risk management decision makers can understand”. Although
improved risk communication is one of the model’s motiva-
tions and such features are integrated into the model, an agent
is responsible for that communication, not the model. The re-
sponse to this part of the question should be “NA”.

3.0 N

4.0 N

5.0 N

6.0 N

7.0 N

8.0 N

9.0 N

10.0 Y The test generation process does not aggressively enforce
broad and interactive scenario generation; however, the model
reports lesser results for less well-designed tests. Presumably
an agent who has been made aware of inadequate tests will
work to improve them.
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Table 4.13 continued

11.0 Y

12.0 NA See response beginning with question J2 above.

14.0 NA

15.0 NA

16.0 N Although the noted uncertainty categories are not currently
addressed individually, their combined undifferentiated effect
is currently represented in the tests that control the model’s
process risk calculation. However, the model does not cur-
rently perform sensitivity analyses.

17.0 NA As noted in the J2 response, an agent is responsible for risk
communication, not the model. The response to this aspect
of the question should be “NA”.

Group K Answer Discussion

1.0 Y It appears that there is no other model that quantitatively
calculates development cycle risk.

2.0 NA

Group L Answer Discussion

1.0 N The model does not specifically include or enforce robustness
or resilience criteria in its calculations. An agent may include
those criteria in the tests for a given analysis.

2.0 N

Group M Answer Discussion

1.0 N Currently, the model is only partially validated; but that de-
gree of validation is documented.

2.0 N
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Table 4.13 continued

Group N Answer Discussion

1.0 Y The model’s current documentation includes a nomenclature
table and textual descriptions of key terms.

2.0 N

3.0 Y For the example analyses performed to-date, the model per-
formed as expected. See Chapter 5.

4.0 NA These two issues do not apply to this RAQT of the model
during its development phase.

5.0 NA

Group O Answer Discussion

1.0 NA Budget was not a concern for the model’s application to the
example analyses performed to-date. However, the model’s
ability to estimate the cost of its application is a definite ben-
efit.

Hazelrigg’s System Engineering Theory Criteria

Hazelrigg published a set of criteria [18] "necessary for the formulation of a
normative theory of system engineering". Presumably, a development cycle model
should satisfy these criteria. The criteria and explanations of SAbMDE
conformance are below.
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Table 4.14. Results of a SAbMDE evaluation by the Hazelrigg criteria.

Totals Responses Applicable Total Scores

Criteria Y N NA T-NA Y/(T-NA) Y/T

9 8 1 0 8 8/8 (100%) 8/9 (89%)

1. The concepts of better and best exist only in the context of system preferences.

According to [18], In this entry, we discuss the notion of preference as
subjective comparative evaluations, of the form “Agent A prefers X to Y”.
This characterisation distinguishes preference from other evaluative concepts.
The preference concept implies that an agent has assigned subjective values to
decision alternatives and will choose an alternative based on those values.
SAbMDE employs tests to provide an agent with numerically graded decision
alternatives; a rational agent will choose the highest value alternative.
SAbMDE has transferred the agent’s subjective preferences to a process of
test identification, selection, and execution that should be carried out publicly
and with on-going review. It seems that, strictly speaking, an agent’s
evaluation of and decision about a set of test results is not a preference even
though the test results have encoded information about the agent’s actual
preferences. In other words, SAbMDE has, to some degree, objectified an
agent’s subjective preferences. SAbMDE does assume that an agent will act
rationally and will choose the highest test set score; but an agent is free to not
do so. In any event, SAbMDE can both project a decision sequence forward
prior to making the actual decision and also provide a decision record for
subsequent audit. SAbMDE provides a modified version of preferences and
thus complies with criterion 1.

2. System decisions based on preferences other than the common system
preference will most likely result in degraded performance as measured by the
common system performance.
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For a given DEP, if all tests in a test set are satisfied to the maximum degree,
then that test set will recommend the selection of the given DEP. If any of the
tests in this test set are not satisfied to the maximum degree, then the test set
will recommend a different EP. A different test set will also recommend an EP
other than the given DEP. Note that SAbMDE does not preclude there being
more than one DEP. SAbMDE complies with criterion 2.

3. No theory or method should constrain a system preference in any way

As noted in the discussion of SAbMDE’s root concept, tests are created
directly from an agent’s effort to match their perceptions to reality. Tests are
created entirely at the discretion (hopefully not the whim) of each individual
agent. The tests are unconstrained input to SAbMDE. SAbMDE complies
with criterion 3.

4. A theory of systems engineering should apply to all system choices throughout
the life cycle of a system.

As described in the Model Details chapter, SAbMDE provides a single
representation of every development cycle phase and the development cycle as
a whole: XSpace. XSpace is created and expanded by a single algorithmic
mechanism. The mechanism is independent of time and/or location in
XSpace. SAbMDE complies with criterion 4.

5. The imposition of arbitrary constraints should be minimized.

The text of Hazlerigg’s paper discusses constraints on the objective function
used to maximize system performance. An agent may select a SAbMDE
CBOF other than (3.36). However, once the selection has been made, the
CBOF is not constrained in any way by SAbMDE operations. SAbMDE
complies with criterion 5.

6. Kolmogorov probability is a valid mathematic of beliefs.

SAbMDE relies on Kolmogorov probability exclusively. SAbMDE complies
with criterion 6.

7. Methods, processes or procedures that lead to path dependencies should be
avoided.
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Based on the Hazelrigg paper and subsequent conversations with Hazelrigg,
path dependencies can refer to decision sequences. However, two examples
show sequences of decisions about preferences; and it is the ordinal nature of
the preferences that causes the concern. Also, Hazelrigg says, "It’s not so
much that they should be avoided as that they should be recognized." Referring
to the principle 1 response, SAbMDE decisions are not based on ordinal values
of decision alternatives; so, this particular problem does not exist for
SAbMDE. In addition, the tree structure of XSpace requires that there be a
unique EP for each net decision sequence. Furthermore, SAbMDE necessarily
records its activity to aid the decision-making and to ensure auditability.
SAbMDE complies with criterion 7.

8. System decision makers exercise their own preference and beliefs in making
system decisions; their decision are not necessarily aligned with the common
system preference.

A composite agent is set of individual agents that act in concert, e.g., a team.
Tests may be constructed by each/any member of a composite agent; and, as
Hazelrigg suggests, each member may have different, even inconsistent test
criteria. Consequently, the resulting test set will not be the same as a test set
created from uniform and uniformly enforced criteria. Thus, SAbMDE
complies with criterion 8. However, the utility of either test set is not dictated
entirely by its content. For example, if all the members of a composite agent
are aware of and agreeable to the inconsistent criteria, the inconsistent test set
is not faulty; it is an acceptable compromise. A completely consistent test set
may be so because an agent may have been coerced, lazy, misinformed, or
wonderfully astute. Perhaps the greatest service a model can offer is an
objective indication and record of test and test set, i.e., preference, quality. As
described in the Chapter 5 Decision Support section, SAbMDE does provide
this service.

9. Existence proofs are a necessary component of the validation of a systems
engineering analysis, method, process or procedure.

No formal existence proofs have been constructed for any aspect of SAbMDE.
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SAbMDE does not comply with criterion 9 at this time.

Hazelrigg refers to Suh’s ADT Information Axiom as an inappropriately
applied preference. SAbMDE touts its compliance with the Information Axiom; but
SAbMDE does not use that axiom as a preference. SAbMDE instead uses the
Information Axiom as a score-keeping mechanism for the scalar measure of
preferences defined by agent-generated tests.

The author of this dissertation attended Hazelrigg’s conference presentation
of the paper that defines these system engineering theory criteria. No objection or
significant critique was raised by DTM researchers in the audience. That
concurrence-by-silence appears to confirm Hazelrigg’s criteria definition was the
state of the research at that point in time.
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CHAPTER 5

EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS

This dissertation has hypothesized, asserted, or otherwise stated that
SAbMDE can be a useful tool. This section of the dissertation presents several
examples to bolster those statements.

Decision Support

The ADT Information Axiom states that a development project’s
information content reaches its maximum value when the project is least well
understood. Conversely, the project’s information content reaches its minimum
value when the project is most precisely defined, i.e., when it achieves the DEP.
Figure 3.6 shows that the SAbMDE DSpace structure inherently handles
development information as required by the ADT Information Axiom. The
foundation laid in this paper’s previous sections supports a mechanism for effective
DSpace navigation and traversal. The mechanism can be demonstrated with simple
examples. Begin by defining a DSpace for which Figure 3.2 is an excerpt. Define the
composable elements as follows:

V = { —, X, +, O } (5.1)
R = { "select" } (5.2)

Note that SAbMDE is domain-independent, so the names and meanings of
the composable elements are flexible; they can be whatever is required for the
particular domain under development. In this case, the domain is represented by
four arbitrary symbols and the ability to select those symbols in sequence.
Figure 5.1 is a tabular representation of the example DSpace.
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Figure 5.1. A portion of the Figure 3.2 DSpace with DPaths highlighted according to test sets T0 and T1.
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Let the DEPs of this DSpace be specified sequences of symbols. An agent
can traverse this DSpace with the confidence of reaching the DEPs by applying tests
such as (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) below, each constructed according to (3.30).

t0 = [node(lc + 1, kr) = designated vocabulary item, vj =X] (5.3)
t1 = [node(lc + 1, kr) = node(lc, kc) for k = 1,2,...,Q] (5.4)

t2 =
 t0 for l = 0
t1 for 1 ≤ l ≤ lc

(5.5)

ν(lc, kr) = 1
3(t0 + t1 + t2) (5.6)

For the first example, define a test set, T0, with members (5.3), (5.4),
and (5.5). T0 defines a DEP as a contiguous sequence of a specified member of V ,
in this case, X. Table 5.1 lays out the traversal mechanism using T0 and (5.6)
applied to the example DSpace. For this simplified example, the DEP DPath stands
out as the darkest highlighted X cells in Figure 5.1 and the low points in Figure 5.2.
The stark distinction of the single DPath is a consequence of the (5.3) test’s
specificity. Equation (5.3) selects DNodes with 100% certainty, it is known at the
first composition, and it applies to every subsequent composition.
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Table 5.1. A DSpace traversal using Test Set 0.

Current DNode Next DNode Options
(l,ka) k ν(l+1,k) p(l+1,k) h(l+1,k) Selected

(0,~)

0 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
1 1.00 1.0000 0.0000 Y
2 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
3 0.00 0.2500 2.0000

(1,1)

0 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
1 1.00 1.0000 0.0000 Y
2 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
3 0.00 0.2500 2.0000

(2,5)

0 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
1 1.00 1.0000 0.0000 Y
2 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
3 0.00 0.2500 2.0000

(3,21)

0 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
1 1.00 1.0000 0.0000 Y
2 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
3 0.00 0.2500 2.0000
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Figure 5.2. DPath Information for a DSpace traversal using Test Set 0.

For the second example, include the more ambiguous test (5.7) in the test set
T1 along with (5.3) and (5.4). This test set identifies “cross-like” vocabulary items
for inclusion in a DEP sequence. SAbMDE hypothesizes that the traversal
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mechanism can rank alternative DPaths and, thus, guide an agent to the best DEP.

t3 =

node(lc + 1, k) = cross-like, τ3 =



0.0 for —
1.0 for X
0.5 for +
0.0 for O

 (5.7)

ν(l, k) = 1
3(t3 + t1 + t2) (5.8)

Application of test set T1 and (5.8) identifies the 16 DPaths highlighted in
Figure 5.1. Table 5.2 shows the states of the traversal mechanism, at each
composition index, as it drives those DPaths toward their corresponding DEPs.
Figure 5.3 shows those states graphically.

Table 5.3 is an extension of Table 5.2 that shows the probabilities of success
and failure for each DPath revealed by the T1 test set as calculated by (3.38) and
(3.39), respectively. These examples are necessarily small ones; they must fit within
the confines of this paper. More realistic examples might be hundreds or thousands
of compositions long. In Table 5.2, consider the DPaths designated as “Others”.
Those paths are untested. Their DNode information values are an order of
magnitude greater than the values for tested DNodes. This differential carries over
to Table 5.3 where (3.38) imposes a range limit on the DPath information value as
previously discussed.
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Table 5.2. Traversal mechanism parameters for DSpace traversals using Test Sets 0 and 1.

Composition Index (l)

Test Set DPath Index
0 1 2 3 4

k ν(l,k) p(l,k) h(l,k) k ν(l,k) p(l,k) h(l,k) k ν(l,k) p(l,k) h(l,k) k ν(l,k) p(l,k) h(l,k) k ν(l,k) p(l,k) h(l,k)

0 0 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 5 1.00 1.00 0.00 21 1.00 1.00 0.00 85 1.00 1.00 0.00
Others ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00

1

0 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 5 1.00 1.00 0.00 21 1.00 1.00 0.00 85 1.00 1.00 0.00
1 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 5 1.00 1.00 0.00 21 1.00 1.00 0.00 86 0.83 0.87 0.19
2 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 5 1.00 1.00 0.00 22 0.83 0.87 0.20 89 1.00 1.00 0.00
3 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 5 1.00 1.00 0.00 22 0.83 0.87 0.20 90 0.83 0.87 0.20
4 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 6 0.83 0.87 0.20 25 1.00 1.00 0.00 101 1.00 1.00 0.00
5 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 6 0.83 0.87 0.20 25 1.00 1.00 0.00 102 0.83 0.87 0.20
6 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 6 0.83 0.87 0.20 26 0.83 0.87 0.20 105 1.00 1.00 0.00
7 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 1 1.00 1.00 0.00 6 0.83 0.87 0.20 26 0.83 0.87 0.20 106 0.83 0.87 0.20
8 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 9 1.00 1.00 0.00 37 1.00 1.00 0.00 149 1.00 1.00 0.00
9 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 9 1.00 1.00 0.00 37 1.00 1.00 0.00 150 0.83 0.87 0.20
10 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 9 1.00 1.00 0.00 38 0.83 0.87 0.20 153 1.00 1.00 0.00
11 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 9 1.00 1.00 0.00 38 0.83 0.87 0.20 154 0.83 0.87 0.20
12 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 10 0.83 0.87 0.20 41 1.00 1.00 0.00 165 1.00 1.00 0.00
13 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 10 0.83 0.87 0.20 41 1.00 1.00 0.00 166 0.83 0.87 0.20
14 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 10 0.83 0.87 0.20 42 0.83 0.87 0.20 169 1.00 1.00 0.00
15 ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 2 0.83 0.87 0.20 10 0.83 0.87 0.20 42 0.83 0.87 0.20 170 0.83 0.87 0.20

Others ~ ~ 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00 — 0.00 0.25 2.00
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Figure 5.3. DPath Information for a DSpace traversal using Test Set 1.
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Table 5.3. DPath success and risk probabilities for DSpace traversals using Test
Sets 0 and 1.

Test Set DPath Index
Information Probability

DPath Minimum Success Risk

0
0 0.00

0.00
1.00 0.00

Others 0.00 1.00 0.00

1

0 0.00

0.00

1.00 0.00
1 0.19 0.87 0.13
2 0.20 0.87 0.13
3 0.39 0.76 0.24
4 0.20 0.87 0.13
5 0.39 0.76 0.24
6 0.39 0.76 0.24
7 0.59 0.66 0.34
8 0.20 0.87 0.13
9 0.39 0.76 0.24
10 0.39 0.76 0.24
11 0.59 0.66 0.34
12 0.39 0.76 0.24
13 0.59 0.66 0.34
14 0.59 0.66 0.34
15 0.79 0.58 0.42

Others 8.00 0.00 1.00

Risk Analysis Quality Test Scoring

In Chapter 4, the SRA RAQT gauged SAbMDE’s usefulness as a risk
analysis tool. By design, the RAQT does not incorporate a scoring mechanism; but
a simple correct-to-total ratio showed that SAbMDE did not demonstrate the
greatest risk analysis quality. Presumably, as SAbMDE evolves, it will improve in
this regard. Independent observers will want to verify and record that improvement.
The simple score in Table 4.12 is not sufficient for that purpose. For example,
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RAQT questions require a judgment about the quality of textual responses.
Table 4.12 cannot capture response degree. A better scoring mechanism is needed.

SAbMDE itself can address this need by treating RAQT execution as a
development project. To accomplish this, the composable elements and the DEP
must be selected carefully. For example, Table 4.12 results from assigning the 73
RAQT questions and their answers as the vocabulary items along with two
relations: a sequencing operation and a question asking operation.

Instead, let the RAQT DEP be an RAQT result that stakeholders agree is
the best possible result. That result corresponds to the best possible risk analysis of
the target system at a particular stage of the target system’s development. That
result is composed of the answers to the RAQT questions. Table 5.4 lists
vocabulary items extracted from the RAQT document in Appendix A. Each of
these items is required for an RAQT answer to be completely composed. Similarly,
Table 5.5 lists the relations that operate on the vocabulary items. These
composable elements can form an RAQT DSpace. When the 73 RAQT questions
are asked sequentially and their answers are composed, an RAQT EP emerges.

Table 5.4. Vocabulary items extracted from the RAQT Release 1.0 document.

Index Name Description

0 question# an RAQT question index

1 answer Yes / No / Not Applicable

2 answerText Y - a summary of the analysis quality feature
N - a statement of the shortfall, its implications for risk
management decision making, and its opportunities to im-
prove.
NA - a justification for excluding the question

3 report a critical evaluation, tuned to its audience, of all RAQT
questions and responses to-date.
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Table 5.5. Relations for the extracted RAQT vocabulary items.

Index Name Description

0 askQuestion Select and record the next RAQT question to be an-
swered; present it to the agent.

1 addAnswer Answer the selected question; record the answer.

2 addAnswerText Produce the text that corresponds to a question’s re-
sponse; record the text.

3 addReport Produce and record the portion of the RAQT report
associated with the selected question.

As described previously, a SAbMDE decision evaluation test set guides an
agent’s DSpace traversal. In this case, that traversal is an RAQT execution and the
test set incrementally computes the RAQT score according to (3.30). The test set,
TRAQT , is defined in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6. SAbMDE decision evaluation tests for RAQT scoring.

Index Value Weight Predicate

0 0|1 1 Was the question selected?

1 0|1 1 Was the selected question answered correctly?

2 [0,1],rat 1 Was the answer text sufficient?

3 [0,1],rrpt 1 Was the report sufficient?

4 0|1 1 Was the RAQT minimum score criterion exceeded?
Note 1: For RAQT, "Y" is the correct answer.
Note 2: Test 4 is not sufficient; it is a placeholder for an execution termination condition.
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The RAQT Execution Results section of Appendix C shows the results
generated by this process. The RAQT execution score published for RAQT
stakeholders is the sum of the decision evaluation test results for each RAQT
question.

The maximum likelihood of RAQT success occurs when every RAQT
question has been asked and then answered perfectly. There are two choices for
defining the minimum likelihood. In the first case, the minimum occurs when every
RAQT question has been asked but answered as incorrectly as possible or not at all.
This case is consistent with the RAQT requirement that every question be asked
and answered. In the second case, the minimum occurs when no question has been
asked. The second case is unproductive because it assumes a minimum value when,
having asked no questions, there is no knowledge of the actual value. This
assumption would cast doubt on any subsequent dependent calculations.

The first case is the better choice for computing the upper limit on
information content used as the denominator of (3.40); the Appendix C Worst Case
Score section shows this value to be 946.502 bits. Figure 3.11 shows that a
probability of 0.001 is sufficiently close to zero so that its corresponding information
value, 9.9658, can be the (3.40) numerator.

While the published score could have been calculated in a more conventional
way (after all, the score appears to be a simple average), the ability to project a
likely outcome and to estimate the cost of that outcome is not part of conventional
calculations.

Consider that a single RAQT execution may take a long time. Not only that,
an RAQT execution may be repeated because a previous execution was insufficient
or incomplete. As a risk-prone target system develops towards its DEP, its risk
analysis and associated RAQT will be repeated to assess the target system’s most
current risk profile. And, if all goes well, the risk analysis and RAQT will develop
together towards their interdependent DEPs.

Therefore, the administration of an RAQT, i.e., an RAQT development
project, is a sequence of RAQT executions which are, in turn, a sequence of RAQT
answer compositions. A SAbMDE project is a sequence of compositions of
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vocabulary items and relations; and that sequence may be sub-divided into phases.
Treating RAQT executions as SAbMDE phases is a natural fit. Conventional risk
scoring calculations generally don’t offer this feature. Given the many months of
effort that may be involved in a risk analysis, this feature plus the ability to
anticipate costs and benefits argues in favor of this application of SAbMDE.
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CHAPTER 6

PRODUCTS OF THIS WORK

The primary products of the research described in this dissertation are the
answers to the research questions. The conclusions section addresses the primary
products directly. However, the research raised many additional questions. Much
was learned in pursuit of all these answers. Consequently, there are other products.
These other products are, in turn, the basis of further work.

Conclusions

The two primary research questions originally posed in the Introduction
chapter are reiterated here:

1. Can a development cycle be meaningfully, i.e., quantitatively, modeled?

2. Can the risks associated with a development cycle be quantitatively modeled?

The answer to each question is, "Yes".

Table 6.1 lists this dissertation’s responses to the secondary research
questions posed in the Introduction chapter’s Goals and Objectives section.

Table 6.1. Disposition of Research Goals and Objectives.

Goal/Objective Status Disposition

1. + The research defined a technique for calculating de-
velopment/process risk. That risk was addressed
to varying degrees in terms of product state, sched-
ule, and cost; however, team selection was not ad-
dressed.

Note:
√

= done + = partially done − = not done.
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Table 6.1 continued

2.
√

The research defined a development product as a
sequential composition of vocabulary items (parts)
and relations (tools) where each composition re-
sulted from a development agent’s explicit decision.

2.a.
√

A quantitative product model was constructed and
demonstrated.

2.b.
√

A quantitative development cycle model was con-
structed and demonstrated by Denard et al [130,
131].

3. + Components of the software simulation tool have
been constructed as evidenced by graphs and charts
generated from those components. However, other
significant components, e.g., a fully functional UI
or the full XSpace representation, have not been
implemented.

3.a. + Model state databases have been designed and par-
tially implemented. Model state extrapolation has
been demonstrated; more remains to be done.

3.b.
√

The incorporation of agent decisions is at the root
of the model’s operation.

4. + Components of the software simulation tool have
been constructed as evidenced by graphs and charts
generated from those components. However, other
significant components, e.g., a fully functional UI
or the full XSpace representation, have not been
implemented.

4.a.
√

The BUD and state space diagrams define the mod-
els states and transitions.

Note:
√

= done + = partially done − = not done.
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Table 6.1 continued

4.b.
√

The process risk and resource estimation sections
demonstrate this objective.

4.c.
√

The process risk section demonstrates this objec-
tive.

4.d. - The model’s retention and cataloging capabilities
have been minimally implemented.

4.e. - None of the model’s data mining features have been
designed or implemented.

5. + The research underlying the model was motivated
entirely by practitioners’ concerns. Those concerns
are reflected in almost every aspect of the model’s
design. However, an operational version of the
model has not been vetted by practitioners not in-
volved with its development.

5.a. + Aspects of the model have been published in peer-
reviewed journals and presented at relevant confer-
ences. More remains to be done.

5.b. - No AI tools have been designed or implemented.

5.c. - Although use of the model for training has been an
ever-present consideration, as of this writing, the
model is not nearly ready to be tested or applied
for training purposes.

Note:
√

= done + = partially done − = not done.

In summary, the two Research Questions were answered successfully.
However, many of the Goals and Objectives related to the research questions were
only partially achieved. Several of the more ambitious objectives were not achieved
at all. Nevertheless, the effort to answer the question produced a novel result that
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has considerable promise.

The research produced a generic, end-to-end, domain-independent
development cycle model, SAbMDE. The model appears to be a novel approach
within the DTM, risk analysis, and software development communities.

SAbMDE has demonstrated that a constructive technique for estimating
development resource utilization is possible and that it produces results very similar
to the COCOMO technique currently used for software development. A constructive
technique has the advantage of allowing its user to understand the mechanism by
which its results were generated. However, SAbMDE has demonstrated several
additional benefits. It calculates using the current project’s characteristics, not
historical values of other projects. It can be applied and re-applied throughout the
development cycle to ensure use of the most current project data. It identifies
project prediction limits and calculates project resource utilization bounds. Its
input can be captured more objectively. SAbMDE does not depend on a specific
development methodology.

SAbMDE has also demonstrated that it is possible to calculate a justifiable,
actionable, and traceable probability of project success and, thereby, address the
pressing need to understand development process risk. SAbMDE satisfied
Hazelrigg’s Criteria for System Engineering Models. SAbMDE offered an
explanation of Suh’s ADT Information Axiom. Two simple development examples
showed how the model uses development process information to guide a developer
towards a desired end product, as was hypothesized. A risk scoring example offered
SAbMDE as a candidate to replace the less than satisfactory risk matrices currently
in use.

The success achieved to-date appears to confirm the model’s basic
assumptions which include the following:

1. It is possible to quantitatively model a development process.

2. Development is a probabilistic process.

3. There is a single representation that applies to all development phases.
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4. A DEP is sequentially composed of CE: Vocabulary Items and Relations.

5. Development is driven by agent decisions.

6. The Root Concept is a necessary and sufficient foundation for the model.

7. Development is inherently transdisciplinary.

8. XSpace expansion is algorithmically symmetrical everywhere.

Further Work

Based on the research goals and objectives whose accomplishment is assessed
above, the topics and tasks listed below, among others, need attention. Some are
works in progress; others are planned.

1. SAbMDE has three major sub-models: Models A(gent), D(evelopment), and
E(valuation). This dissertation has mostly discussed Models D and E. Model
houses DSpace concepts such as structure, representation, and the effects of
agent decisions. Model E is concerned with testing and evaluation and the
immediate sources of agent decisions. Model A describes the agent, the source
of CE and tests and the maker of decisions. The research has only minimally
touched on Model A.

2. For a given development project, there is a minimum, necessary, and sufficient
(MNS) CE set. The rules and procedures that ensure MNS CE selection and
capture have not been determined.

3. It has always been the goal to produce a SAbMDE software tool that is useful
for practitioners. But also, the multi-faceted, multi-dimensional nature of the
model makes it very difficult to describe on a 2D medium such as paper. It is
essential to develop a web-based implementation not only to enable further
experimentation and development but also to communicate the model’s
capabilities to colleagues and to pique the interest of potential users.
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a. In addition to a full-up SAbMDE implementation, there are several
candidates for smaller, more focused applications of the model. Effort
estimation and risk scoring are two examples. The risk scoring techniques
may also be applicable to scoring readiness levels as used by various
government agencies.

b. SAbMDE’s multi-faceted, multi-dimensional nature creates difficult UI
and visualization problems that have not yet been adequately addressed.
The current approach applies 3D gaming technology.

c. Part of the visualization concerns have to do with the data structures
used to implement XSpace. The current approach uses fractal concepts
and is a work in progress.

4. In operation, SAbMDE will create large, rich data sets. The database design
and implementation required to store the data sets is a work in progress and a
prerequisite for model implementation.

5. SAbMDE operation requires collection, storage, and distribution of CE and
other data. Current UI and database modules do not completely meet the
need and must be improved. In particular, modules for sharing CE need work.

6. Although the work to-date has been published and presented at conferences,
critical evaluation by other practitioners is still a need. Continued building of
the relationships needed to acquire this critique is a priority.

7. As noted above, SAbMDE will create large, rich data sets that have not been
available previously. These data sets will be fertile opportunities for
AI/ML/DM techniques. Also, because these techniques are currently quite
popular, the availability of SAbMDE data sets may enhance collaboration
with like-minded researchers. All of these opportunities will be explored.

8. Verifying and validating (V&V) any SAbMDE implementation will eventually
require its operation by human agents. Collaboration with other researchers
who specialize in controlled human-in-the-loop testing is most likely the most
efficient path to V&V success.
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Work on these topics and tasks will be funneled towards the next primary
goal: implementing a reasonably complete working version of the model so that
qualified individuals and organizations can see, use, and critique the model’s
capabilities.

Additional items of future work are listed in the Model Details chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

SUPPLEMENT: MODEL DETAILS

When this dissertation’s research was proposed, hypotheses were stated and
goals were set. The previous chapters focused on demonstrating those hypotheses
and achieving those goals. The discussion identified a significant problem, identified
a solution to that problem, and showed that the solution’s results matched available
empirical data. In so doing, the discussion went directly to its points and may have
glossed over some solution details. This chapter addresses some of those details.

Representation, Part 1

Revisiting the framework diagram, 3.1, consider a somewhat more detailed
view of a conventional CRDIE development cycle model.

Figure 7.1. A generalized conventional development cycle model.

The CRDIE development cycle pictured in Figure 7.1 is a bridge between
conventional thought and the research described in this dissertation. The figure
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illustrates the phases of the CRDIE cycle and their relationships. Each CRDIE
phase is an iterative process that discovers, discards, an assembles phase elements to
construct that phases’s best representation of the desired system’s behavior. CRDIE
phases may execute asynchronously.

The Conceptualization phase generates or updates statements of an agent’s
perception of an end product’s behavior. This phase is represented in Figure 7.1 by
the upper-left blocks. The statements of behavior include those that are necessary
and sufficient, those that are deferred (technical debt), and others that will prove to
be redundant or irrelevant.

The Requirements phase captures relevant behavior statements and converts
them into Design phase input. Requirements are statements that define behavior
without considering domain-specific implementation details. Requirements define
“what” not “how”. Requirements statements may have structural constraints such
as grammar and orthogonality.

The Design phase re-states requirements in terms that include domain and
practical constraints that are not implementation-specific. Design statements are
sufficiently detailed as to leave little or no room for implementation ambiguity.

The Implementation phase re-states design statements in terms that allow
the expressed/required/designed behavior to be realized as expected by the CRDIE
Authority.

The Evaluation phase is a distributed process that measures the effectiveness
and fidelity of the other CRDIE phases. The measurement techniques vary with the
phase to which they are applied; however, in each case, they note errors, omissions,
and mis-statements. They then update or add new relevant statements to the
current or a subsequent CRDIE cycle iteration. When such statements are ignored
or placed into a null or unscheduled iteration, they are defined as technical debt.

How can this CRDIE development cycle be modeled in a quantitative way?
A key to answering this question is describing or representing each CRDIE phase in
a way that enables quantitative analysis. Ideally, to facilitate full development cycle
modeling, such a representation would be the same for each phase.
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Consider the assembly of a product from a set of parts. Having cleared a
workspace, an assembler (a developer or agent) would first choose a part, choose a
tool, choose another part, then use the tool to connect the chosen parts into a
sub-assembly. Then, the assembler would choose a tool (perhaps the same tool),
choose another part, and add that part to the sub-assembly. The assembler would
continue this process until the product is complete. At each step, the assembler
tests for correct part selection, proper tool usage, sub-assembly integrity, and any
other characteristic that will ensure correct final assembly and operation.

Perhaps each phase of the previously noted development cycle is a
sub-assembly of a final product. Ideas, goals, requirements are assembled from the
parts of speech of natural languages. Designs are assembled from aesthetic
rules [82], drafting/CAD components, or software design patterns. Implementations
are put together with guitar string plucks, nails, or do-loops.

The expressive elements of each phase, whatever they might be, are selected
and assembled with the appropriate tools into sub-assemblies which are, in turn,
tested for compatibility and completeness and then assembled into a final product.
It is important to note that each selection or assembly action is neither random nor
automatic; an agent’s conscious decision causes each one. Although the nature of
the elements may vary, their existence, selection, and step-wise assembly appear to
fit into a common, if not universal, paradigm.

In the software domain, the viability of this paradigm is supported by studies
of denotational semantics [72,114,122–125] and process algebra [74–79,81,126,127].
In fact, the discovery of Wang’s process algebra techniques inspired a solution to the
representation problem. Figure 7.2 is a high-level illustration of Wang’s sequential
composition of fundamental processes and relations to produce a software
program [74]. His notation for this composition procedure is called “BigR”; see
(7.1). The result of a BigR composition is an intermediate or final version of a
computer program; and Wang has demonstrated BigR C and Java code
generators [76]. However, Wang’s various papers [81,114] show that this procedure
can also be applied to concepts, requirements, and design statements as well as
computer programming languages.
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Figure 7.2. A pictorial version of Wang’s BigR process algebra concept.

(...(((p1)r12p2)r23p3)...r(n−1)npn) =
n−1
R
i=1

(pirijpj) where j = i+ 1 (7.1)

SAbMDE takes Wang’s work a bit further by recognizing (a) that each
composition is one of a set of alternatives, (b) that the hierarchical super-set of
alternatives forms a development space (DSpace), and (c) that the correct DEP
composition decision set is a development path (DPath) through DSpace. Each
composition is a DNode. In simpler terms, DSpace is a tree with branches. As
before, Figure 3.2 illustrates a DPath through a simple DSpace fragment generated
from four composable elements.

For the sake of generality, SAbMDE replaces Wang’s word, “process”, with
“vocabulary item”; a DSpace’s composable elements (CE) are, therefore, vocabulary
items and relations. Similarly, "compositions" may be referred to as intermediate,
end, or desired end products, IP, EP or DEP, respectively. As noted above, a
vocabulary item might be a Spanish word, a nail, a musical note, a flow chart
symbol, a specification document, or a fuel pump. The meaning of the vocabulary
items and relations may be domain specific. But, SAbMDE is a network of the
vocabulary items and relations themselves, not their semantics; and that network is
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domain-independent. So is a symbolic algebraic equation; and like an algebraic
equation, SAbMDE can provide useful information about the domain to which it is
applied. See hypothesis 4 in Chapter 1.

Root Concept

The previous section speaks of decisions. Decisions are the consequence an
agent’s unique internal processes. How are decisions generated? How do they enter
the model? What influence do they have on a development path? To address these
questions, it is important that SAbMDE be placed in an appropriate context.

SAbMDE joins with those [58] who accept development as an inherently
human process and builds on a neuroscience foundation [111–113] of agent mind,
body, and environment interaction. SAbMDE interprets that interaction in the
following way.

SAbMDE considers a brain to be a device that constantly accepts sensory
input from the environment. The brain processes and interprets that input. The
brain then issues commands to the brain’s host organism to respond to changes in
the input [111]. Those responses are considered successful if subsequent sensory
input confirms that the host organism has survived. The brain records and
categorizes its (pre- and post-command) inputs and correlates the inputs with
issued commands. In that way, the brain learns [128] and can, therefore, improve
the quality of its subsequent responses to sensory input. Presumably, brains that
produce better interpretations (and correspondingly better responses) are favored
by natural selection. In essence, winning organisms learn to effectively test their
environment and accurately match their perceptions to environmental reality.
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Figure 7.3. The root concept.

SAbMDE mimics the brain’s sense-interpret-command as illustrated in
Figure 7.3. In that figure, RSpace is reality, the hard environment that is and can
be. A dSpace is a particular subset of RSpace that an agent wishes to manipulate.
PSpace is the set of all perceptions, i.e., interpreted sensory input, that can be
mapped from RSpace. An aSpace is an agent’s personal PSpace subset. An eSpace
(where "e" refers to evaluation and testing) is the aSpace subset associated with a
dSpace.

The titles of the various spaces begin with uppercase or lowercase letters. To
clarify, the former designates a generic version of a space; the latter refers to an
instance of the generic version. One example: a particular agent has an aSpace
stamped from an ASpace template. The template defines all the characteristics and
properties to be particularized for a given instance. Another example: PSpace is the
union of all aSpaces. On a related explanatory note, all of the spaces are
interdependent; an interdependent set of the spaces will be referred to as XSpace.

This root concept assumes that the brain is hard-wired to receive sensory
input (1). The brain then senses, processes, and interprets this input to form a
perception of the input (2). The brain formulates responses (3) and commands the
host organism (4) accordingly. This (1-2-3-4-1) loop executes autonomically.
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However, the brain may choose to cause a specific change in the environment. In
that case, in addition to its normal activity, the brain purposefully constructs tests
specific to the desired change (5), issues commands to execute those tests and/or
effect the change (6), and receives input specific to those tests (7). Depending on
the inputs (7), the brain issues additional and/or adjusted commands. The
(7-2-5-6-7) loop is performed, with adjusted tests and perceptions, until the desired
change is achieved. In the context of SAbMDE, the “brain” is an “agent”; the
(7-2-5-6-7) loop is a development cycle; and the sought-after environmental change
is a desired end product.

An agent’s perceptions are formed from a range of input: the simplest raw
data to the most esoteric philosophical concepts and everything in between. And,
all of the input passes through a single sensing, processing and interpretation
mechanism (2). It follows that each (7-2-5-6-7) loop iteration can be influenced by
any (or many) previous perception(s). SAbMDE assumes that the (7-2-5-6-7) loop
is atomic and immutable. That is, the loop is the smallest unit of development; it is
the building block for higher level development activity. The (7-2-5-6-7) loop is an
atomic unit of development (AUD). Consequently, the answer to the first question
at the beginning of this section is: the AUD is the seminal source of development
decisions.

Operations

Much of the foregoing discussion has been about the structure. What follows
is a discussion of procedure.

Basic Operations

Figure 7.4 illustrates the answer to the second question: how AUD decisions
enter the model. Figure 7.4 shows an XSpace traversal mechanism. Because, the
XSpace described in the representation section is structured and uniform, the
structure’s traversal mechanism can also be uniform; it is applicable to every DNode.
This mechanism implements the AUD and can be thought of as a Basic Unit of
Development (BUD). (Note: A BUD is similar to the well-known OODA loop [129].)
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Figure 7.4. Basic Unit of Development.

A BUD performs various decision operations that manipulate and explore
XSpace. The state of XSpace informs an agent’s decisions via an evaluation process.
This iterative activity is motivated, modulated, and managed by an agent.

The structure of XSpace can be fully managed with a fixed set of operations
that fall into three categories: DNode, Space Expansion, and Control. These
operations are itemized in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. An explicit agent decision causes
each operation to be performed.
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Table 7.1. All BUD operations.

Name Action

Accept Designate current product as the end product.

DNodeOps Perform appropriate DNode operation, see Table 7.2.

Defer Assign a required DNodeOp to a composition index other than
the current one.

SEO Perform appropriate space expansion operation(s), see Table 7.3.

Start SEO.Begin; initiate development operations.

Stop Terminate all development operations.

Pause Temporarily halt development by halting decision clock.

Resume Continue development by restarting decision clock.

Table 7.2. DNode Operations.

Name Action

Compose Apply next-DNode relation to next-DNode vocabulary item to
realize next DNode.

Decompose Undo composition of current DNode; Navigate.

Navigate Designate current DNode, i.e., set composition index, lc and
absolute node index, ka.
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Table 7.3. Space Expansion Operations (SEO).

Name Action

(B)egin Perform a first space expansion operation.

(E)numerate Create, add, or remove composable elements. This may be done
at any composition level.

(C)ombine Given a current DNode, use the set-product set operation to
create a next-level DNode set whose members are all possible
combinations of the current DNode and the available compos-
able elements.

(M)ultiplex For a current composition index in which all DNodes are inde-
pendent of each other, use the powerset set operation to create
a next-level DNode set whose members are the unique combina-
tions of the current index’s DNodes.

(W)arp For an existing XSpace and after an enumeration, especially an
enumeration that must be applied at composition levels prior to
the current level, re-combine and re-multiplex as needed. After
the warp, (re)locate the current DNode and re-evaluate the DEP
DPath.

Agent decisions are made based on the XSpace state, the set of evaluation
tests created by the agent, and the evaluation criteria set by the agent. As has been
shown, XSpace state is converted into a cost (actual and estimated resource
utilization) and a benefit (DNode and DPath likelihood of leading to the DEP)
which, in turn, feed a cost-benefit function (CBOF) that guides an agent’s next
decision. The guidance is modulated by evaluation criteria established by the agent
or other development stakeholder.

It is assumed that the agent will make the best use of this guidance; but the
BUD cannot guarantee that. However, a BUD can record and report deviations
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from historical decision norms. A BUD records each decision made, each decision
operation performed, every XSpace conversion into actionable data, and each
evaluation test created and/or performed. The BUD maintains a multi-value
development index, DevIndex, for this purpose. Table 7.4 lists the components of
the DevIndex.

Table 7.4. DevIndex components.

Name Description

NPK numeric primary key: a sequential unique identifier.

clock time timestamp associated with NPK.

decision index of decision selected by an agent.

operation index of operation associated with decision.

XSpace Coordinates composition index and DNode NPK associated with decision.

Decision Integrity

The ability to guide an agent’s decisions is a key SAbMDE feature. The
model should not introduce guidance artifacts unrelated to agent input. Ideally, an
agent should be confident that decision guidance is a function of only agent input.
The scaling table shown in Table 3.3 is a positive suggestion that SAbMDE meets
this need; but that table requires corroboration.

In the worst case, the information for all scaling table dPaths is the same:
regardless of the actual information value, the guidance is equivalent to a guess. In
the best case, a single DPath is identified as the correct one; and all others are
defined as incorrect: the guidance is perfect. Table 3.3 falls between these two cases
as do all other scaling table examples. For these in-between cases, an agent must
depend on the Chapter 3 Section 3 risk calculation method to separate the best
available dPath options from the rest.
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The separation fidelity was tested statistically by generating test cases with
large numbers of scaling tables such as Table 3.3. A dPath count, DPathCount,
and maximum dPath information value, MaxActualInfo, was assigned to each test
case. Within a test case, each scaling table was populated with DPathCount
dPaths; and each dPath was assigned a randomly-generated information value less
than or equal to MaxActualInfo. For each scaling table in a test case, the
parameters listed in Table 7.5 were computed and used as statistical samples. A
frequency diagram was generated for each parameter’s samples.

Table 7.5. Scaling table psuccess statistical sampling parameters.

Symbol Description

mean table mean

max table maximum

aemax all except table maximum

delta max mean difference

ngtm number of dPaths greater than mean

nitq number of dPaths in top quartile

fgtm dPath fraction greater than mean

fitq dPath fraction in top quartile

Figure 7.5 combines the frequency diagrams of the psuccess mean and
maximum values; the diagrams were computed with the Table 7.6 test case
parameters. Figure 7.5 shows that the psuccess mean and maximum values are
well-separated. The method makes a clear distinction between the best and the rest.
It follows that, if there is insufficient distinction, the tests that generate the
information are the source of the problem. This is a clear signal to the agent that
more work needs to be done to understand the DEP that the agent is trying to
achieve.
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Table 7.6. Test case parameters for Figure 7.5

Parameter Value

SampleCount 1000

MaxActualInfo 5000

DPathCount 16

Figure 7.5. Frequency diagrams of mean and max DPath probability of success for
1000 scaling tables each with DPathCount = 16 and MaxActualInfo = 5000.
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Representation, Part 2

Fractal XSpace

The thought process that gave rise to the SAbMDE model originally
envisioned DSpace as a very large tree-like structure. This vision is easy to
communicate and illustrate, but only for very small examples. In addition, the tree
structure is uniform only for unconstrained development projects whose CE were
fully specified at the first composition level; the tree’s actual asymmetry is difficult
to illustrate and describe. Furthermore, the anticipated fully-functional XSpace will
require dynamic, interconnected DSpace, ESpace, and ASpace; again, describing
this XSpace complexity is a daunting task.

For example, Figure 7.6 attempts to show the effects of a CE re-enumeration.
The agent had progressed to DNode i at a composition level close to the expected
DEP. There, the agent discovered a CE that should have been considered at an
earlier composition level. Had the overlooked CE been considered at the appropriate
level, the XSpace would have been different, as would have been the DEP.
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Figure 7.6. DSpace excerpt from Figure 3.2, warped.

Armed with this new understanding of what the XSpace should be, the agent
executed the following procedure to achieve the XSpace state shown in Figure 7.6.

• Re-enumerate the CE by adding the new item at the appropriate composition
level, DNode d.

• Expand the XSpace based on the re-enumerated CE. (Note the five DNode
options for d and subsequent DNodes versus the four prior to d.)

• Backtrack along the DPath from the current DNode to the nearest DNode
common to the old and new XSpace versions.

• Devise the criteria that define the DEP(s) in the expanded XSpace.
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• Traverse the expanded XSpace towards the new DEP.

This example shows a DSpace expansion response to a re-enumeration
triggered by an agent’s decision. Table 7.3 lists the space expansion operations.
Figure 7.7 is a state transition diagram that shows the relationships among the
space expansion operations and the types (states) of XSpace that result. Table 7.7
describes the five XSpace types.

Figure 7.7. XSpace state transitions triggered by space expansion operators defined
in Table 7.3.

Table 7.7. XSpace state types.

Type Description

0 An empty set. The agent has made the decision to begin.

1 An XNode set whose DNodes contain the initial CE enumeration.

2 A Type 1 XNode set whose initial DNode set has been expanded by
Combination and Multiplex SEO. With the exception of Figure 7.6,
all SAbMDE work to-date has been done with Type 2 XSpaces.

3 A Type 2 XNode set after an Enumeration SEO but before the
XSpace has been adjusted to include the new CE.

4 A Type 3 XNode set after a Warp SEO that adjusts the XSpace to
include new CE.

A BUD is iterative; and there may be many iterations. As a project proceeds
towards its DEP, its XSpace may experience many Figure 7.7 transitions. The same
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BUD algorithm is executed at every DNode; a BUD is recursive. This kind of
algorithmic symmetry is reminiscent of the algorithms that generate fractals.
Representing XSpace in a fractal-like way taps into an existing body of
technology [93] and offers a manageable visualization mechanism.

Sub-Models

SAbMDE consists of three sub-models: Model A(gent), Model
D(evelopment), and Model E(valuation). Each of these sub-models attempts to
implement an aspect of the Root Concept described at the beginning of Chapter 7.

Model A manages a subset of the natural language representation (NLR) of
an agent’s perceptions of the environment. Model A maps that language subset to
the CE of the development project in questions. Model A may model an agent’s
ability to perform the development project’s tasks. Model A describes inter-agent
communication effectiveness and composite agent performance. Model A is, by far,
the least mature part of SAbMDE. Nevertheless, the other sub-models make several
assumptions about Model A results. See the list below:

• An agent’s NLR is assumed to be a super-set of the CE needed to develop a
project. If this assumption is not true for an individual agent, then the
development authority is assumed to have created a composite agent such that
the union of the component agents’ NLRs is the needed CE super-set.

• An agent always renders a single decision. There is no fractional or dissenting
opinion.

• An agent is assumed to act rationally; e.g., when presented with CBOF
options, and agent will chose the best option.

• The evaluation tests created by an agent accurately correspond to an agent’s
NLR.

• The union of DNodes that an agent has explored is a measure of an agent’s
NLR and experience.
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• The efficiency with which an agent constructs highly discriminatory evaluation
tests is a measure of an agent’s development skill.

Model D describes the RSpace portion of the Root Concept on which an
agent is focused. Model D implements a development project representation (fractal
DSpace) and a development procedure (BUD). A DSpace is embedded in RSpace;
the product being developed is a tiny subset of reality. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between each product CE and an element of RSpace. This identity
implies that the fractal representation applied to the product is also applicable to
any other portion of reality.

Model E describes ASpace, the PSpace portion of the Root Concept related
to a specific agent. Model E also describes the portion of ASpace related to a
development project. Model E represents these portions with a collection of tests
constructed by the agent, collected into groups that can be evaluated by the agent,
and, based on that evaluation, converted by the agent into a BUD decision.

A set of tests provide the input to an evaluation. An evaluation result is a
BUD decision. A BUD decision may alter DSpace. Tests are constructed from agent
perceptions of DSpace. Restated, each DNode in the fractal DSpace is linked to one
or more SEO or DNodeOps decisions. Each decision is linked to an evaluation which
is in turn linked to a test set. Each test in a test set is linked to a corresponding
Model A structure (that is currently undefined). This layered direct linking, where
one of the layers is represented with a fractal-like structure, implies that all the
layers have fractal-like representations. Presumably, a fractal DSpace is linked to a
fractal ESpace which is, in turn, linked to a fractal ASpace. This linked set of
spaces is, collectively, XSpace.

Currently, SAbMDE treats the inter-spatial links as fixed, i.e., kinematic in
the mechanical engineering sense.

Constraints

A constraint is a rule that hides or masks XNodes from an XSpace. An agent
decides if and when to apply constraints. The rule is a logical or mathematical
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relationship of composable elements. Presumably, tighter or more strict constraints
reduce the number of XNodes that need to be considered by an agent. Fewer
XNodes imply a simpler XSpace. More and more extensive constraints imply a
better, more refined XSpace that is more likely to contain the DEP or a better DEP
DPath.

Level Of Detail

Denard et al [131] demonstrated SAbMDE’s ability to estimate the effort
required to traverse a DSpace. In that paper, SAbMDE estimates were validated by
closely matching COCOMO [121] estimates of software development effort.
SAbMDE makes estimates by first assigning to each CE a price for composing an IP
with that CE, second by choosing the number of compositions, Lc, needed to reach
a DEP, and finally by calculating the cumulative cost of Lc compositions using the
specified CE. The [131] calculations chose Lc to be 20 and algorithmically adjusted
CE prices to match SAbMDE estimates to COCOMO estimates of various sizes of
computer programs. The program sizes, measured in thousands of lines of code
(KLOC), ranged from 20 to 10,000 . Although [131] satisfied its objectives, it left
two questions unanswered:

1. How do 20 compositions relate to thousands of lines of source code?

2. To exactly what is a price assigned?

Compositional Resolution

To address these questions, view the DEP from an agent’s point of view.
Only when the DEP has been finally realized will an agent be able to accurately
count all the compositions that were required to produce the DEP; that number will
be Lc. At that point, the V , R, and Lc values are all known and match each other.

So, on one hand, when all of the DEP compositions are available, an agent
has the option to safely group those compositions and view each group as a unit, i.e.,
to focus on the DEP at a lower level of detail (LOD). An agent can choose a level of
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detail by choosing the number of compositions, Lc, with which to represent the
DEP; in [131], that number was 20. That number could just as easily have been 50,
135, or 1000. To represent these options, assign an LOD Index, λ, to each Lc choice.
Let λf be the index of the agent’s current focus and λDEP be the index of the final
DEP LOD. Figure 7.8 illustrates the parameters associated with this partitioning.

Figure 7.8. Parameters related to compositional resolution.

As expressed by (7.2), Figure 7.8 reveals a non-dimensional parameter: the
ratio of the composition count at Lc(λf ) to that at Lc(λDEP ). This ratio is the
compositional resolution, ρ(λf ), experienced by the agent at the LOD index of
focus. For estimation purposes, ρ(λf ) defines the size of the chunks into which an
agent has partitioned the development problem, i.e., the finally realized DEP. Lc(λ)
applies to every development problem; so, ρ is domain-independent.

For the software effort estimation comparison on which [131] was focused,
Figure 7.8 also reveals the parameter, γ, expressed in (7.3) as the ratio of the known
(or targeted) number of lines of code (LOC) for the DEP to the unknown number of
compositions at DEP.

ρ(λf ) = Lc(λDEP )
Lc(λf )

where 1 ≤ ρ(λf ) ≤ Lc(λDEP ) (7.2)
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γDEP = NLOC

Lc(λDEP ) (7.3)

Although NLOC was derived from a specific case (COCOMO), SAbMDE
assumes that there is an analogous value for every domain. In general, the γDEP
numerator is the count of whatever domain-specific units of construction apply to
the finally realized DEP. Consequently, γ is also domain-independent.

Unfortunately, while the units of construction may be known a priori, the
precise count will not be. So, γDEP is a parameter that an agent must estimate. In
more positive terms, γDEP is a tool that allows an agent to make such an estimate.

But, on the other hand, when all of the compositions are not available
(λf < λDEP ), an agent has no choice except to focus on the DEP at a lower LOD.
For example, in the early stages of development, the DEP may not exist, the DEP
LOD compositions certainly do not exist, and the vocabulary with which to form
the compositions may not yet exist. This lower LOD is equivalent to groupings of
DEP LOD compositions as above; however, the agent has no certain knowledge of
any group’s content. As the development proceeds, greater compositional detail is
created; λf and Lc increase together towards their DEP values; and each group’s
compositional detail becomes evident. This is the basic answer to question 1.

As development proceeds, an agent increments λf and selects Lc(λf );
however, that selection is constrained. Unfortunately, the agent cannot know the
full extent of that constraint. At the finally realized DEP LOD, the Lc(λDEP )
compositions contain all the information that describes the DEP, as do the Lc(λf )
compositions that are integer factors of DEP Lc(λDEP ), albeit at a lower resolution.
Other divisions of Lc(λDEP ) will leave composition (and, therefore, information)
remainders that require special or extra handling. It follows that for each DEP
Lc(λDEP ) there is a preferred (full information) set of Lc(λf ) at lower LOD. But, for
new development where the agent does not know Lc(λDEP ), the agent cannot
reliably select members of the preferred set.

Table 7.8 is a compositional resolution example that shows how ρ(λf ) might
change as an agent develops a project. At λf = 4, the agent’s Lc selection causes a
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real rather than integer ρ(λf ). Unfortunately, the agent does not know Lc(λDEP )
and cannot detect the fractional portion of ρ(λf ). Therefore, the agent cannot know
that composition at this LOD towards an assumed integer Lc = 28 will proceed with
incomplete information. In fact, the unconsidered 0.5714 remainder causes a 2
percent loss of DEP information. A lucky or perceptive agent might experience
work at this LOD to be confusing or unsatisfying. An unlucky agent might
unknowingly traverse a wrong DPath only to discover an insufficiency at some later
development iteration.

Table 7.8. A compositional resolution example for λDEP = 100, 000.

λf Lc ρ(λf )

0 20 5000.00

1 100 1000.00

2 500 200.00

3 1000 100.00

4 3500 28.57

5 5000 20.00

6 10 000 10.00

7 50 000 2.00

8 100 000 1.00

Compositional Resolution Estimation

However, as part of the estimation process, it would be useful to know more
about what those ending values might be. To approximate those DEP values,
consider (7.4), which states that the resource utilization estimates at an agent’s
LOD focus should equal the estimate at the DEP LOD. This is the ideal: the
estimate turns out to be the actual value.
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E(λf ) = E(λDEP ) (7.4)

Substitution of (7.3) into (7.4) allows (7.5) to relate unit costs.

E(λf )
NLOC

= E(λDEP )
γDEPLcλDEP

(7.5)

Equations 7.6 through 7.8 show the SAbMDE pricing system substituted into
(7.5). Equation 7.8 relates the known prices at lf to the expected prices at lDEP .

p(λf ) = gcpλ[1 + (n(λ)− 1)lbfb] (7.6)

Lc(λf )∑
lc=1

p(λf ) =
Lc(λDEP )∑
lc=1

p(λDEP ) (7.7)

Lc(λf )gcp(λf )[(1− lbfb) + lbfbn(λf )]
NLOC

= Lc(λDEP )gcp(λDEP )[(1− lbfb) + lbfbn(λDEP )]
γDEPLcλDEP

(7.8)

All of the (7.8) variables are known or assignable except for n(lDEP ), the
number of decision retries. However, (7.9) defines an upper limit on n(l).

n(λ) = (1− Pskill)Q(λ) (7.9)

And, by applying the conservative assumption that the agent’s skill at the
beginning of the development is the same as at the end, as in (7.10), then (7.11) and
(7.12) reveal the sigma parameter that can be estimated and assigned by an agent.

Pskill(λf ) ≤ Pskill(λDEP ) where λf ≤ λDEP (7.10)

n(λDEP ) = Q(λDEP )
Q(λf )

n(λf ) (7.11)
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σ = Q(λDEP )
Q(λf )

1 ≤ σ ≤ Q(λDEP )
2 (7.12)

Substitution of 7.12 into (7.8) produces (7.13) which, along with its graph in
Figure 7.9, is a tool that allows an agent to estimate the average composition price
at the DEP LOD.

gcp(λDEP ) = Lc(λf )gcp(λf )
NLOC

(c+ σ

c+ 1 )γDEP where c = (1− 1
lbfb

) 1
n(λf )

(7.13)

Figure 7.9. Price versus gamma for various sigma values.

Equation 7.13 and Figure 7.9 are an answer to the second question at the
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beginning of this section. Presumably, an agent can estimate prices of individual
small things better than of collections of many small things. Perhaps, the preceding
fine-grained estimate of conditions at λDEP as seen from λf will allow an agent to
make that better estimate.

Components

The Compositional Resolution discussion above is an extended LOD
example. The example shows that an agent’s choice of LOD can materially effect
development activity. However, the example does not actually define LOD; the
following statement does.

In the SAbMDE context, an LOD is an actual or synthetic XSpace
configuration that maps to and is caused by a parameter value that can be varied at
an agent’s discretion. LOD parameter values index the degree of aggregation or
inclusion of XSpace information. The information may or may not be known to the
agent. On one hand, for example, XSpace information up to a given point during
development is reasonably well known. Detailed information beyond that point is
not known; after all, discovering that information is the reason for the development
activity. Choosing an LOD under these circumstances is an exercise in judgment.
On the other hand, when a DEP has been determined, all the detailed information
is known. Choosing an LOD in this case is a matter of following LOD partitioning
rules; an agent can aggregate and/or include information as needed.

This LOD definition describes the small set of SAbMDE parameters listed in
Table 7.9.
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Table 7.9. Multi-Value LOD Components.

Name Description

Compositional Resolution
(CoR)

See the Compositional Resolutions sub-sections.
An agent’s choice of compositional resolution, i.e.,
selecting λf , encapsulates and re-packages but does
not expand or contract XSpace.

Constraints
(Con)

See the Constraints sub-section. An agent may ap-
ply or withhold, strengthen or weaken, a constraint.
That choice expands or contracts XSpace.

Dimensions
(Dim)

A composable element may exist in a coordinate
system. Each coordinate axis is a dimension that
an agent may temporarily set aside to simplify anal-
ysis. For example, an interior designer may focus
on a floor plan rather than a 3D architectural ren-
dering. That choice expands or contracts XSpace.

Argument Value Resolution
(AVR)

CE dimensions are measured in appropriate units,
e.g., centimeters. However, an agent may choose
a finer-grained (millimeter) or more expansive
(decimeter) view. That choice expands or contracts
XSpace. See Suh [19](p. 65).

Test Result Resolution
(TRR)

Test results are non-dimensional values in the
ranges [0|1] or [0,1],r; see the x sub-section. In
the latter case, r is the number of sub-ranges, e.g.,
r = 5 -> {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. An agent may
choose an r value to suit their immediate purpose.
That choice expands or contracts XSpace.

Criteria Resolution
(CrR)

Test and evaluation criteria may also be non-
dimensional values in the ranges [0|1] or [0,1],r; see
the x sub-section.. An agent’s r choice expands or
contracts XSpace.
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Collectively, these parameters form a multi-valued entity that model an
agent’s ability and decision, d, to concurrently and/or independently manipulate
XSpace levels of detail. Equation 7.14 treats the multi-valued entity as a vector.
When the vector’s components are normalized, that vector can be represented by a
radar diagram such as Figure 7.10.

LOD(d) = (CoR,Con,Dim,AVR,TRR,CrR) (7.14)

Figure 7.10. Normalized LOD Components.

Figure 7.10 represents a series of agent decisions, one for each LOD
component. A subsequent LOD decision would change the diagram. Given a
decision-indexed axis through the center of and perpendicular to the plane of the
diagram, the resulting stack of radar diagrams represents an agent’s thought process
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over the course of the development. The LOD decisions are interlaced with regular
DPath navigation and traversal decisions; and XSpace is modified by both decision
types. The finally realized DEP exists only when all LOD components are at their
final maximum LOD values.

Complexity

LOD has been discussed as a way to simplify an agent’s view of an XSpace.
Decreasing LOD simplifies XSpace. Increasing LOD makes XSpace less simple; i.e.,
complicates XSpace. One expression of this complexity is the difference between
LOD states as in (7.15).

C(di, dj) = LOD(di)− LOD(dj) (7.15)

This complexity expression is associated with XSpace traversal (solving the
problem). A different expression is needed for the discovery of the correct XSpace to
traverse (defining the problem to solve). The two expressions must be closely
related because an agent discovers XSpace insufficiency only by traversing that
XSpace to some degree. During traversal, an evaluation or test fails in a way that
can only be cured by changing (warping) the XSpace as described in Table 7.3.
Many warps may be required to find the XSpace that contains the DEP.

An XSpace that contains the DEP has a number of parameters that could be
included in a warp-related complexity expression. For example:

1. counts and indices

nw = number of warps (7.16)
iw = warp index (7.17)
nd = number of decisions (7.18)
id = decision index (7.19)
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2. decisions per warp

nd = f(iw) (7.20)
dnd
diw

= c (7.21)

3. change in CE per warp

Q = f(iw) (7.22)
dQ

diw
= 0 (7.23)

4. total CE change to get to correct XSpace

dQ = Q(nw)−Q(iw = 0) (7.24)

5. decision count to reach stable CE count

Q = f(id) (7.25)
dQ

did
= 0 (7.26)

However, the agent’s greater concern is knowing ahead of time the
complexity to be faced, not documenting the complexity that was experienced.
Only Items 3 and 5 offer hope of informing an agent that XSpace warp process is
converging to an XSpace that contains the DEP. The basic questions are:

1. How many XSpace warps will be required to converge to the correct XSpace?

2. Is there a way to minimize this number?

As of this writing, these two questions remain unanswered and require
further work. When these questions are answered, the resulting development
complexity expression will include LOD complexity (7.15) as an internal component.
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XSpace Quantization

The compositional resolution modeling revealed preferred discrete λ values.
The other LOD components identified in Table 7.9 are also measured in discrete
increments; as is the complexity measure derived from those components. Given
this hint, consider the basic elements of the model.

The CE, V and R, are sets of individual members; and relation arguments
have defined measurement resolutions. DSpace expands by combining and
re-combining these sets; the result is a series of sets of these combinations. The
metronome for this recombination is the Table 7.4 DevIndex whose components are
all measured in integer increments. It seems that, even at its base level, SAbMDE
views its world as pieces, quanta, organized in a particular way. Because of that
organization, certain XSpace properties are also quantized. For example, the raw or
uninformed probabilities associated with each DNode are quantized. Because
evaluation test results are defined with measurement resolutions, the informed
DNode probabilities are also quantized; this is evident in the RAQT random score
data in Appendix C.

Composable Element Definition and Capture

XSpace is revealed by an agent’s selection of the elements that compose
XSpace. The real XSpace (RSpace in Figure 7.3) is unimaginably vast. If an agent
is to effectively explore even the tiniest portion of XSpace, the agent must carefully
select the elements that will reveal the detail of that portion. It would be helpful if
there were rules or guidelines for composable element (CE) selection. XSpace has a
defined structure that suggests such rules and guidelines.

In addition, some composable elements are domain-independent and,
therefore, can be cataloged and implemented and re-used for any development
project. Others, however, are domain-dependent and must be captured when they
are first encountered.
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Definition

First and foremost, CE must define the DEP. That is, the vocabulary items
must identify the components of the DEP; and the relations must identify the
available methods for attaching one vocabulary item to another. The best CE set is
the minimum necessary and sufficient (MNS) CE set.

A given relation, ri, may not be appropriate or effective for a given
vocabulary item, vj. Consequently, there must be a many-to-many mapping of
relations to vocabulary items, ri ⇔ vj.

Vocabulary items and relations share the common set of properties shown in
Table 7.10.
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Table 7.10. Composable Element common properties.

Name Description

Name CE identifier, text, natural language.

Description CE description text.

Price Effort (or other cost) value expended for each invo-
cation of this CE. A CE price may depend on the
CE to which it is applied; a matrix defines these
relationships.

Instance Count the number of instances of a CE type that is avail-
able for composition in a given project; e.g., a fur-
niture kit is supplied with n screws of a given pitch.

Domain The project domain to which this CE applies.

Phase The project phase to which this CE applies.

Local Key CE identifier, alphanumeric, unique within this
CE’s defining/owner organization.

Global Key CE identifier, alphanumeric, unique among all pos-
sible users of this CE.

Relations execute; they perform a task; they are operators just like addition
or a command to rotate an object. As such, relations may have one or more
arguments. Each argument has the properties listed in Table 7.11. Relation
arguments must be vocabulary item properties or modifiers, not the vocabulary
items themselves and not relations. This helps preclude recursive or self-modifying
XSpaces; XSpaces should be created by BUD operations only.
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Table 7.11. Composable Element relation argument properties.

Name Description

Name Argument identifier, text, natural language.

Description Argument description text.

Range The upper and lower bound of this argument’s allowable
values: [lb, ub], see Nomenclature.

Resolution The smallest unit of measure with which this argument
value can be expressed: [lb, ub], r, see Nomenclature.

Relations perform a task; so they must have the wherewithal to act, i.e., an
implementation. Whether the implementation is a script for a human, or a robot, or
a computer-aided design (CAD) system, or a natural language program (NLP), the
relation needs to know whether an implementation exists and how to access it.

Table 7.12. Composable Element relation implementation properties.

Name Description

Syntax Relation syntax may be prefix, infix, or postfix. Re-
lations that do not require an intervening vocabu-
lary item may also be concatenated to form a higher
level relations.

Implemented A flag indicating that an implementation exists.

Implementation Location The mechanism to access the relation implementa-
tion.

For a given development project, CE will be added or deprecated
(re-enumerated) as circumstances dictate; the corresponding XSpace effects were
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discussed in Chapter 7 and illustrated by Figure 7.6. These effects suggest two CE
selection strategies:

1. To avoid XSpace warping, identify CE as completely as possible as early as
possible in the development cycle.

2. To minimize the extent of XSpace warping, avoid CE re-enumeration in
development cycle phases prior to the current phase.

Each CE has a price that directly effects its ranking by the CBOF that guides
an agent’s decisions. At each decision point, an agent is faced with an array of
choices to which the CBOF has assigned a relative value. That array may be large.
If the array is ordered by CBOF relative value, finding the best value is easy and
simple. The same is not true if the array is completely disordered. The operations
that expand XSpace (Table 7.3) are mostly linear, enumeration is not. So, any
disorder in CE enumeration is carried forward throughout the subsequently derived
XSpace. This circumstance brings a third CE selection strategy into clear focus:

3. When CE are enumerated, order the CE by CBOF criteria so that
subsequently expanded XSpace is also ordered.

Tables 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 speak to how SAbMDE defines, stores, and works
with CE. Table 7.13 is basic example of the application of CE definitions to a
CRDIE development project.
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Table 7.13. Composable Element CRDIE development example.
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Capture

Currently, CE capture is a largely manual process. Automated methods
(specific to this research) that attempt to extract domain-specific terms from
documents are, at best, immature. However, there is a considerable body of work
available to assist with this problem; examples include [85] and [115].

The capture process is not trivial. As a result, provision has been made to
catalog and share captured CE and other parameters needed by the model. This is
an implementation concern evidenced by the local and global keys listed in
Table 7.10 and displayed on the data entry forms in Appendix B.

Testing and Evaluation

The basic testing and evaluation concepts have been discussed and
demonstrated in Chapter 3. Certain domain-independent aspects of SAbMDE
testing have not.

Model D represents a product’s development. The development process
requires an agent to make many decisions about how to compose that product. The
actual behavior of that product is governed by reality in its various forms: physics,
social systems, mathematics, chemistry, etc. However, the agent’s decisions are
based on the agent’s perception of reality. A product’s success is largely determined
by the degree to which the agent’s perceptions actually match reality. SAbMDE
assumes that agent perception-to-reality matching is achieved by performing tests.
The agent evaluates the test results according to some criterion; and the agent then
makes the decision suggested by the test results.

Tests are designed by agents; and evaluation criteria are set by agents. Both
are filtered through agents’ perceptions. But both are meant to check the agent’s
perceptions against reality. This is an objectivity conundrum. To combat this,
SAbMDE relies on the defined structure of XSpace to provide rules and self-checks
for maintaining the integrity of Model E. The integrity check implementations are
executed behind the scenes of BUD operations to answer the questions and fulfill
the needs listed below.
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1. Have all CE been properly and completely defined?

2. Is there at least one evaluation test for each CE?

3. Have all perishable CE been accounted for?

4. Have all evaluation test criteria been set?

5. Have all evaluation test criteria been applied?

6. Have all applied criterion been satisfied?

7. Have all constraints been applied?

8. Has every evaluation test been executed?

9. Do evaluation tests consistently and clearly identify high probability DPath
options?

10. Have all phase mapping tests been executed?

11. Have all boundary-join tests been executed?

12. Has the XSpace converged so that no further SEO is required?

13. Has all technical debt been paid?

14. Have all LOD levels satisfied their criteria?

15. Has all BUD activity been recorded?

16. Are agent decisions consistent?

SAbMDE adds these integrity checks to the domain-specific and
project-specific tests that guide the agent’s traversal through DSpace. Violations of
the integrity checks are reported to the agent.
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Further Work

Over the course of the research described in this document, many questions
were raised and many topics were incompletely explored. Taken together, they
prescribe the work that remains to be done. Many of those questions and topics are
listed below.

1. Level Of Detail

a. Design strategies for dealing with off-nominal LOD states.

b. Calculate DPath information as a function of LOD.

c. Define meaningful LOD figures of merit (FOM)

d. Treat each LOD component as a multi-valued entity so that resolutions
can be different for every parameter.

2. Model A

3. Composable Elements

a. Define precise rules for CE definition.

b. Define practical techniques for CE discovery and capture.

c. Define criteria for selecting the minimum necessary and sufficient (MNS)
CE set.

d. Add CE parameter/property that represents the maximum number of a
CE instance that exists for a given XSpace.

e. Develop algorithm for CE instance re-use.

f. Devise CE pricing schemes for properties other than effort.

4. XSpace Analysis

a. Devise methods for analysis of XPath composition sequences including
data mining, comparison, product/functional content, and statistics.

b. Devise figures of merit for XSpace disorder.

c. Devise CE-based algorithms to identify XSpace boundaries.
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d. Implement area-of-interest comparison.

e. Devise DPath convolution rating scheme.

f. How many XSpace warps are required to converge to an XSpace that
contains the DEP?

g. Is there a way to minimize the XSpace warp convergence count?

5. Complexity

a. Include other complexity components than those associated with LOD.

b. How should complexity be characterized differently for each major phase?

6. Behavior

a. Is SEO algorithmic symmetry the Noether [132] counterpart to
behavioral invariance?

b. Define behavior. Consider the following issues:

i. concise mathematical representations of behavior
ii. the logical and mathematical relationship of potential/built-in

behavior to executable behavior.
iii. disturbances, during either development or execution
iv. product identification as a function of behavior.

c. How is a product’s developed behavior related to its execution behavior?

7. Testing Theory

a. Devise a compact representation of test results.

b. Define definitive domain-independent testing procedures.
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CHAPTER 8

SUPPLEMENT: TRANSDISCIPLINARY IMPLICATIONS

SAbMDE assumes transdisciplinarity to be an agent’s ability (or inability
not) to perceive its environment as a whole composed of inextricably interconnected
components. The Root Concept’s AUD inspired, compels, and enforces this
assumption. The AUD operates autonomically on a small scale internally to the
agent; the BUD models the AUD’s effects on a macro scale. Presumably, the AUD’s
transdisciplinary character will be mirrored in BUD operations. The following
sections discuss some of those effects and operations.

A Transdisciplinarity Axiom

If transdisciplinarity is a measure of interconnectedness, then each and every
development activity is transdisciplinary.

An agent cannot perceive its environment as a set of completely independent
objects. And, even if that were possible, the environment being perceived is not a
such a set. Decomposition of the environment into more easily understandable
sub-units has been a necessary simplification; but it is artificially imposed. And, it
may be that continued simplification will limit further understanding.

The Root Concept identifies an AUD that is uniquely common to every
agent and, therefore, common to every development activity undertaken by each
agent. The AUD includes sensing and interpretation components that collectively,
and unavoidably, perceive the environment not as separate and distinct objects but
rather as an integrated whole. In addition, perception is selective; agents do not
always recognize, utilize, or even remember all that they sense. Furthermore, that
integrated whole includes not just the "real" here and now but also memories and
imaginings.

SAbMDE models XSpace, and its RSpace (reality) subset, as an
interconnected network of fundamental CE composed by BUDs. Those BUDs have
been executing for eons; the number of products (3.16) they have composed are
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uncountable and unimaginably interconnected.

Major Phases

Generally, a development project begins in the wrong DSpace because the
initial DSpace does not include the DEP. The first major phase of a development
project is the discovery of a DSpace that actually includes the DEP. The second and
last major phase is the traversal of the discovered DSpace to the DEP.

An XSpace is composed of vocabulary items and relations. These CE are
enumerated by an agent who wishes to develop a particular DEP. In general, an
agent’s first choice of CE will not be complete and correct; ipso facto, the DSpace
cannot contain the DEP. At some point, the agent will discover this deficiency and
adjust the CE set (perhaps many times) to create a DSpace that does include the
DEP. Consequently, every development project has two major phases: the
transformation of an initial XSpace into one that contains a DEP and then the
traversal of the transformed XSpace to the DEP. The two phases appear to
correspond to problem specification and problem solution, respectively.

Traditional development methodologies identify a variety of phases, e.g., the
CRDIE phases in Figure 7.1 or the 14 System Engineering V phases [108]. Each of
the methodology phases contains the phase-appropriate version of the DEP.
Consequently, the major phases play out within each methodology phase.

Composable Element Ordering

The manner in which CE are enumerated matters. Table 7.3 implements the
Combine space expansion operator with the set-product operator. Given the sets A
and B defined by (8.1) and (8.2), respectively, equation 8.3 defines set C as the
result of the set-product operator applied to sets A and B.

A = { a0, a1 } (8.1)
B = { b0, b1, b2 } (8.2)
C = setproduct(A,B) = { a0b0, a0b1, a0b2, a1b0, a1b1, a1b2 } (8.3)
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Values can be assigned to the members of sets A and B. Equation 8.4 is one
such assignment that happens to satisfy the condition specified by (8.5).

val(a0) = 1, val(a1) = 2 ; val(b0) = 7, val(b1) = 8, val(b2) = 9 (8.4)

val(a0) < val(a1) ; val(b0) < val(b1) < val(b2) (8.5)

Equations 8.6 and 8.7 show the C set member values derived from the (8.4)
value assignment using two valuation operations: addition and multiplication. Both
valuation operations show that the set-product operator preserves the (8.5) ordering.
However, the additive valuation exhibits overlap which may be less desirable.

val(C,+) = { 1 + 7, 1 + 8, 1 + 9, 2 + 7, 2 + 8, 2 + 9 } = { 8, 9, 10, 9, 10, 11 } (8.6)
val(C, ∗) = { 1 ∗ 7, 1 ∗ 8, 1 ∗ 9, 2 ∗ 7, 2 ∗ 8, 2 ∗ 9 } = { 7, 8, 9, 14, 16, 18 } (8.7)

As a counter-example, revise the B value assignment so that it violates (8.5).
Equation (8.8) is one such revision.

val(a0) = 1, val(a1) = 2 ; val(b0) = 9, val(b1) = 7, val(b2) = 8 (8.8)

Then recalculate the value of C to yield (8.9) and (8.10). In this case, the B set
value disorder is reflected in the C set member values.

val(C,+) = { 1 + 9, 1 + 7, 1 + 8, 2 + 9, 2 + 7, 2 + 8 } = { 10, 8, 9, 11, 9, 10 } (8.9)
val(C, ∗) = { 1 ∗ 9, 1 ∗ 7, 1 ∗ 8, 2 ∗ 9, 2 ∗ 7, 2 ∗ 8 } = { 9, 7, 8, 18, 14, 16 } (8.10)

For these small examples, order preservation is not so important, the C set
results can be easily evaluated by inspection. However, had the C set magnitude
been 100 or 1000 rather than 6, the C set evaluation process would have been much
more difficult. The evaluation would have required either a linear search or a
pre-search sort. Either option is time-consuming. Both options can be avoided or
mitigated by ordering the A and B sets.
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In the SAbMDE context, the A and B sets are the CE, V and R; and the C
set is the next-DNode set at lc + 1. The valuation is as described in the Cost-Benefit
Analysis section of Chapter 3 and as reflected in Figure 7.5. An agent will search for
the highest probability next DNode to compose into the DPath. A disordered CE
enumeration, therefore, multiplies agent effort at each composition level, lc, of which
there could easily be hundreds or thousands. More importantly, a disordered
DSpace is at the surface of a disordered XSpace. The DSpace is linked by decisions
to evaluation tests to the agent perceptions that are the root of the disorder.

The transdisciplinary implication of these observations is that CE ordering,
particularly in ASpace, is of paramount importance.

Pervasive Reality

Consider the following thought experiment: An inventor is struggling in their
workshop to complete a new and wonderful device. Discarded in a corner of the
workshop are eight versions of the device that did not work. The latest version is on
the workbench. The inventor turns it on and carefully observes its operation. After
some time, the inventor gleefully shouts, "It works!". But, it turns out that a
different inventor on the other side of town completed a device that performed the
same function last month. A person in a different country made a similar device
work two years ago. Unknowable to all three, a precocious high school student will
present his version of the device at a science fair in the not too distant future. In all
likelihood, each of these three inventors also exclaimed, "It works!". None of the
inventors knew about the others or their devices.

Then, having had these thoughts, ask: What did the inventors mean when
they made their exclamations? Could any observer have made the same statement?
Each inventor’s discarded devices did something; why didn’t they work? What does
it mean "to work"?

In the SAbMDE context, "to work" means that an agent has traversed a
DPath to a particular DEP that satisfied the agent’s tests better than any other EP.
The discarded devices satisfied those particular DEP tests to a lesser degree.
However, the discards existed in the DSpace; otherwise, the inventor could not have
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traversed to them, Perhaps, they satisfy some other inventor’s test set.

In fact, based on the enumerated CE, the DSpace contains an enormous
number of products (3.16) each of which could be developed from the corresponding
test set. As the thought experiment suggests, the products could be developed at
any time, in any physical location, by any agent, and any number of times. For that
to be true, the reality against which an agent’s perceptions are tested must also
exist just as pervasively. Refer to the Root Concept, Figure 7.3 and the Chapter 7
Sub-Models sub-section.

The implication is that agents are surrounded by constellations of possible
products; and those products’ tangibility depends entirely on an agent’s ability to
perceive them, i.e., to construct the tests required to develop them.

Creativity

If products exist in the possible reality until they are perceived into the
tangible reality, then products are not created. They are discovered. Because the
possible reality has a form and related processes (in particular, evaluation testing),
an agent’s product discovery skill can be enhanced by studying the form and
mastering the processes. This is not unlike athletes who drill in a sport’s
fundamentals in order to maximize their likelihood of winning each game. The
implication is that product discovery (creativity) is available to anyone willing and
able to practice.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

Risk Analysis Quality Test

The Risk Analysis Quality Test (RAQT) Release 1.0 [51] produced by the
Society for Risk Analysis (SRA) and used in previous sections of this dissertation is
included below.
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• This document presents a number of tests to be used 
to evaluate the quality of risk analyses supporting risk 
management decisions. Each test is presented as 
a challenging question. We title this document Risk 
Analysis Quality Test, singular, to emphasize that this 
is a “battery” of tests, to stipulate that all of these tests 
should be applied, not just any subset. More broadly, 
we are saying that risk analysis quality is defined by, is 
tested by, all of these tests, not just any subset.

• All of these tests are consistent with and supported 
by three iconic documents found on the SRA website: 
Risk Analysis: Fundamental Principles; Society for Risk 
Analysis Glossary; and Core Subjects of Risk Analysis.

• That said, these AQTs present emphases that are 
markedly different than the emphases found in 
those three documents, because these AQTs were 
assembled jointly by the authors, focusing on their 
experiences with pitfalls and shortcomings they have 
observed in practice with analyses supporting risk 
management decisions. That is, this RAQT battery is 
“experienced-pitfall-based.”

• Risk analysts are expected to answer each quality 
question, each AQT, with one of three responses:

 – Yes (then summarize the corresponding analysis 
quality feature)

 – No (then summarize the implications of that shortfall 
for risk management decision making and develop a 
corresponding solution, worded as an “Opportunity 
To Improve”)

 – NA (Not Applicable; realizing that any “NA” could be 
questioned by any party, so a NA should be accom-
panied by a justification if it is not obvious).

Some of the AQTs are multi-part, e.g., A1, in which 
case each part is to be answered Yes/No/NA. In all 
cases each response should be in clear summary 
terms readily understandable by decision makers, 
including ones who are not experts in risk analysis.

• We have four goals:

1. To provide a standard procedure and standard 
“yardstick” with which to define and measure the 
quality of risk analyses supporting risk manage-
ment decisions.

2. To provide “Full Disclosure,” not insistence on 
any ideal analysis quality. That is, in the real world 
of budgets, schedules, competing interests, and 
other decision factors, no analysis can score a 
“Yes” or “NA” on every test here. But risk manage-
ment decision makers using risk analysis should 
be made aware of any shortfalls, and the implica-
tions of those shortfalls for their decision making.

3. To consider every discovered shortfall as an 
“Opportunity To Improve.”

4. To create a culture of analysis quality, where every 
involved analyst and decision maker is aware of 
the shortfalls, their implications, and the need to, 
and ways to, improve the risk analysis 

• Many times here we refer to “risk management deci-
sion makers,” in particular associated with the phrases 
“should be made aware of,” “understandable to” and 
related phrases. In all such cases, we mean both 
decision makers who are experts in risk analysis and 
decision makers who are NOT experts in risk analysis.

• By “analysis,” here we mean all of the analysis steps 
involved in supporting risk management decisions, that is:

 – setting context
 – stakeholder involvement
 – risk identification 
 – risk assessment
 – risk communication
 – risk management decision making, and
 – risk governance

• These AQTs are designed to apply to all application 
areas where risk analyses support risk management 
decisions. A good list of those application areas 
can be surmised by simply reviewing 15 of the 16 
Specialty Groups listed on the SRA website, all but the 
Foundational Issues Specialty Group.
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• This RAQT battery may seem overly long. We have 
three responses:

1. A conscientious review process should be able to 
complete this review within a reasonable amount of 
time and effort.

2. For any particular analysis, a large number of these 
AQTs will probably have “NA” responses.

3. These AQTs should all be addressed. It is inde-
fensible to maintain that only some of these AQTs 
should be addressed since to address all of them 
would be “too difficult.”

• This RAQT battery will be implemented by software 
that will facilitate responses to each AQT, generate 
a full results report, and provide a choice among 
summary reports that can be quickly reviewed for anal-
ysis quality control. An announcement will be made on 
sra.org when the software launches.

• An academic study of risk analysis could more than 
double the AQTs we list here. Our goal is not to be 
complete, but to identify the AQTs that most efficiently 
determine analysis quality in practice.

• It would be impractical to craft these AQTs fully spec-
ified at a detailed level for every analysis in every area 
of application. So these AQTs are crafted very generally, 
and we depend on reviewers of each analysis to do a 
responsible job of applying each AQT to the analysis 
being reviewed.

• This battery of tests will be continually improved over 
time. Each application will result in additional insights 
into new questions, reworded questions, examples to 
include, etc. Changes to this document will be marked 
by release number.

• The Society for Risk Analysis encourages broad appli-
cation of this Risk Analysis Quality Test to evaluate risk 
analyses in support of risk management decisions. The 
citation to note in resulting reports is: Risk Analysis 
Quality Test of the Society of Risk Analysis.
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CONTENTS
Category A. Framing the Analysis and Its Interface With Decision Making  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 7

AQT A1: Clarity of the goal of the analysis

AQT A2: Clarity of the decisions to be supported

AQT A3: Decision focus of the risk analysis

AQT A4: Adequately diverse set of perspectives consulted in the naming and framing of the problem

AQT A5: Appropriately positioned in the organization chart

AQT A6: Embedding in the decision process

AQT A7: Decision maker focus

AQT A8: Analysis report formats designed to be as helpful as possible to decision makers

AQT A9: Adequate breadth, depth and detail to support the risk management decisions 

AQT A10: Societal and stakeholder acceptability

Category B. Capturing the Risk Generating Process (RGP) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8

AQT B1: Comprehensiveness of hazards/events, scenarios, scenarios “Not On the List,” implications 

AQT B2: Basic Structure of the RGP fully understood and taken into account

AQT B3: Complexity of the RGP fully understood and taken into account 

AQT B4: Process for detecting early warnings

AQT B5: Consider possibility of system changes

Category C. Risk Communication  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9

AQT C1: Communication integrated into the risk analysis following norms, e.g., ISO 31000, IRGC

AQT C2: Communication adequate between analysts, decision makers and stakeholders

 Category D. Stakeholder Involvement  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9

AQT D1: Stakeholders identified, consulted and engaged

Category E. Assumptions and Scope Boundary Issues  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10

AQT E1: All important assumptions and their implications listed in language clear to decision makers 

AQT E2: Evaluation of the risk that an assumption deviates from the RGP

AQT E3: All important scope boundary issues and their implications listed in language clear to DMs

Category F. Proactive Creation of Alternative Courses of Action .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10

AQT F1: Process to create alternative courses of action other than what originally considered 
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Contents
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AQT G3: Clearly communicate to decision makers where limitations of knowledge call for risk 
management strategies that take those limitations into account

AQT G4: Consider the role and importance of surprises and unforeseen events, Black Swans 

AQT G5: Consider conflicting opinions between experts

AQT G6: Unconsidered knowledge, i.e., knowledge known to others, outside the analysis group

AQT G7: Consider that some events may have been disregarded as too unlikely, when that is based on 
assumptions

Category H. Data Limitations, Availability, Collection, Management, Verification, 
Validation   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12

AQT H1: Analyze data limitations and the implications of those limitations

AQT H2: Manage data with a system that logs all data and maintains data QA/QC, documented

AQT H3: Test data for reproducibility

AQT H4: Verify data for internal consistency

AQT H5: Validate data against external reference points
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AQT I2: Verify all calculations, including with sensitivity analyses
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AQT J5: Characterize the propagation of that data-limitation uncertainty into results, in 
understandable terms

AQT J6: Characterize any expert-judgment uncertainty in terms decision makers can understand 

AQT J7: Characterize the propagation of that expert-judgment uncertainty into results, in 
understandable terms

AQT J8: Characterize any expert-disagreement uncertainty in terms decision makers can understand

AQT J9: Characterize the propagation of that expert-disagreement uncertainty into results, in 
understandable terms
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AQT J10: Generate scenarios in a process strongly encouraging “casting a broad enough net” 

AQT J11: Generate scenarios in a process that aggressively tests system interactions

AQT J12: Characterize any scenario uncertainty in terms decision makers can understand

AQT J13: Characterize the implications of that scenario uncertainty for risk management decisions in 
understandable terms

AQT J14: Characterize any model uncertainty in terms decision makers can understand

AQT J15: Characterize the propagation of that model uncertainty into results, in understandable terms 

AQT J16: Characterize the combined uncertainty from all uncertainty sources in the results in terms 
decision makers can understand
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A1. Clarity of the goal of the analysis.

1. Is the goal of the analysis clear and clearly 
announced? So that all parties can work toward 
that same goal without special communication.

2. Is the risk/cost of falling short of that goal 
described? So that all parties are appropriately 
motivated to achieve that goal.

Example goals: to assure a safe design, to develop 
a safe design, to select the best design, to demon-
strate the level of safety to others, to defend a 
proposed action, to evaluate insurance or risk 
management policies.

A2. Are the decisions to be supported by this risk anal-
ysis clearly identified, including clear descriptions 
of the decision alternatives? Example decisions: 
go/no-go on a project or action, or decide among 
actions, strategies or policies. In some cases the 
goal (A1) is to defend a proposed action. In those 
cases the decision can be framed as between the 
proposed action and whatever would happen if the 
proposed action is not taken.

A3. Is the risk analysis “decision focused”? That is, is 
the analysis specifically focused on supporting the 
decision makers in deciding among those decision 
alternatives?

A4. Are an adequately diverse set of perspectives (i.e., 
different risk management and stakeholder parties) 
effectively consulted in the naming and framing of 
the risk management problem, including scoping?

A5. Is the risk analysis positioned appropriately in the 
organization chart of the client? Points in the orga-
nization chart may range from tactical to strategic, 
from risk management to management to enterprise 
management, etc. For example, does the risk anal-
ysis deliver results to points in that chart (perhaps 
several points), such that for each point, it has the 
appropriate funding, timing and credibility?

A6. Embedding in the Decision Process

 – A6.1 Is the risk analysis fully and effectively 
engaged with the risk management decision 
makers? That includes including the decision 
makers effectively and intimately in problem 
formulation.

 – A6.2 Does the risk analysis timeline effectively 
support specific points in decision making?

A7. Decision Maker Focus

 – A7.1 Does the risk analysis give risk management 
decision makers risk information customized to their 
perspectives? That is, is the analysis shaped to each 
risk manager’s ability to address the risk, e.g., statu-
tory authority, and to his or her legal requirements?

 – A7.2 Does the risk analysis support risk manage-
ment decision makers to:

 » Understand the limitations of the analyses, and 
the implications of those limitations for their 
decisions?

 » Make tradeoffs against “other decision factors”?

 » Address flaws in the risk management processes?

A8. Are the analysis report formats – numerical, graph-
ical and text – explicitly and deliberately designed to 
be as helpful as possible to risk management deci-
sion makers, in combining the results of the analysis 
with the “other decision factors” they may face in 
making their decisions?

A9. Does the risk analysis have an adequate level 
of breadth, depth and detail to support the risk 
management decisions being supported?

A10. Are societal and stakeholder acceptability systemati-
cally evaluated in: 

 – A10.1 The risk management process?

 – A10.2 Any associated recommended risk manage-
ment actions?

Category A
Framing the Analysis and Its Interface With Decision Making
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B1. Comprehensiveness

 – B.1.1 Is there a structured taxonomy of hazards/
events that is evidence of comprehensiveness? Note 
that “events” can include opportunities, i.e., uncer-
tain events causing benefits.

 – B1.2 Is each scenario spelled out with the causes 
of change and types of change?

 – B1.3 Are potential hazards/events/scenarios “not 
on the list” (surprises, unanticipated events, often 
referred to as Black Swans) explicitly addressed?

 – B1.4 Are the implications of such hazards/events/
scenarios for risk management explicitly described?

B2. Is the basic structure of the Risk Generating Process 
understood and taken into account? For example:

 » Is that process linear vs. chaotic vs. complex 
adaptive?

 » Is the basic structure of the mathematics (e.g., 
linear, quadratic, exponential, etc.) appropriate for 
that basic structure of the process?

B3. Is the complexity of the Risk Generating Process 
fully understood and taken into account in the 
analysis methods? This can be tested by listing all 
the important (for the resulting risk) causal and 
associative links in the RGP, then demonstrating that 
each of those links is accounted for in the analysis. 
This need not be as burdensome as it may sound, 
if the causal and associative links are intelligently 
selected.

 B4. If the context calls for detecting early warnings, is 
there a process used for that detection? Those early 
warnings include of potential surprising risk aspects, 
more broadly than concrete events.

B5. Is the possibility of system changes fully consid-
ered and recognized? As part of that: are adequate 
mechanisms in place to detect those changes?

Category B
Capturing the Risk Generating Process (RGP)
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C1. Is communication integrated into the risk analysis 
following established norms, e.g., using all aspects of:

 » The ISO 31000 methodology: e.g., Establishing 
the context, Risk Assessment (Identification, 
Analysis, Evaluation), Risk Treatment?

 » The International Risk Governance Council (IRGC) 
methodology: e.g., Pre-Assessment, Management, 
Appraisal, Characterization & Evaluation? Key: 
Categorizing the knowledge about the risk, and so 
related to Category G, Basis of Knowledge.

C2. Have all considerations for effective risk commu-
nication been applied to assure adequacy of risk 
communication between analysts and decision 
makers?

 » Analysts and other stakeholders?

 » Decision makers and stakeholders?

In all three cases, “adequate” means both parties 
agree the communication is adequate.

D1. Are all stakeholders systematically and effectively 
identified, consulted and engaged, in such a way 
that all stakeholders would agree that they were 
effectively consulted and engaged?

 That extends to: 

 » Considering their perceptions and concerns;

 » Involvement in the naming, framing, and scoping 
of the risk management problem;

 » Involvement in the risk management decision 
process;

 » Involvement in the risk management implementa-
tion process.

Category C
Risk Communication

Category D
Stakeholder Involvement
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E1. Are all important assumptions, and the implications 
of each such assumption for risk management, 
listed systematically in language clear to risk 
management decision makers?

 Example: A major model assumed that a critical 
resource constraint did not apply, as a way to avoid 
a large analysis burden. That assumption signifi-
cantly distorted its risk ranking of alternative threats. 
That distortion was not made clear to decision 
makers.

 The issue addressed in the above AQT has a risk 
variant. For clarity, we place that risk variant here in 
a separate AQT:

E2. Each significant assumption may include a risk 
that that assumption deviates from the actual Risk 
Generating Process in such a way that the conse-
quences and implications of that assumption are 

important. For each significant assumption, has 
that risk been evaluated and has that risk and its 
possible consequences and implications been made 
clear to the risk management decision makers?

E3. Are all important scope boundary issues, and the 
implications of each scope boundary issue for risk 
management, been listed systematically in language 
clear to risk management decision makers? Some 
scope boundary issues may be best addressed 
in terms of associated assumptions. This AQT is 
included to highlight scope boundary issues as 
distinct from assumptions.

 Example: A major model limited the scope of 
consequences considered, as a way to avoid a large 
analysis burden. That scope decision significantly 
distorted its risk ranking of alternative threats. That 
distortion was not made clear to decision makers.

Category E
Assumptions and Scope Boundary Issues

F1. Are alternative courses of action systematically 
generated through a process of proactive, goal- 
focused creation? In some cases, an analysis to 
evaluate a course of action to address a situation 
focuses on only one “alternative” course of action, 
or a small set of alternatives that has been defined 
by some unexamined process or a process external 
to the analysis. A common wisdom in decision 
analysis is that often the best way to address a 
situation is to focus on creating alternatives other 

than the one or few considered. This AQT is 
designed to promote a process of examining the 
set of alternatives considered to see if one or more 
better alternatives can be developed. Of particular 
concern: Cases where the uncertainty is such that 
more robust and/or resilient alternatives should be 
developed, and cases where action-reaction spirals 
among different parties may lead to unintended 
consequences.

Category F
Proactive Creation of Alternative Courses of Action
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G1. Is the basis of knowledge characterized? For 
example: Which inputs are empirically “objective,” 
which inputs are Subject Matter Expert (SME) 
elicitation, which inputs are based on testing, which 
inputs are based on modeling, which knowledge 
is based on argumentation and reasoning, which 
aspects are treated with assumptions, which 
analyses are broadly accepted, which analyses 
are one of two or more analyses that are consid-
ered acceptable, which analyses are novel and not 
widely accepted? This characterization of the basis 
of knowledge may seem impossibly involved in the 
general case, but for any particular analysis it is 
quite feasible and of course should be spelled out.

G2. Is the strength of knowledge characterized in terms 
of its adequacy to support the risk management 
decisions to be supported? This AQT addresses the 
issue: Contexts with limited factual knowledge call 
for risk management recommendations that take 
those limitations into account.

G3. In cases where limitations of knowledge call for risk 
management strategies that take those limitations 
into account, has that been communicated to risk 
management decision makers in language they can 
understand and apply?

G4. Is the role and importance of potential surprises 
and unforeseen events (often referred to as Black 
Swans) considered? Another description of those: 
Events and scenarios “not on your list.” Some 
risk management contexts have inconsequen-
tial or extremely improbable Black Swans as the 
phenomena are well understood and the uncer-
tainties are small. In other contexts, e.g., terrorism, 
Black Swans can be a driving consideration, since 
terrorists may deliberately design attacks that are 
“not on the defender’s list,” Black Swans to the 
defender. This is a central concern and as such 
is also touched on in two other categories of this 
battery:

 – Category B: Comprehensiveness of the list of 
hazards/events;

 – Category L: Robustness and Resilience of Action 
Strategies.

G5. Are conflicting opinions between experts consid-
ered as a source of uncertainty and reported to 
decision makers? This is re-visited in Category J on 
uncertainty.

 G6. Has there been explicit consideration of the possi-
bility of unconsidered knowledge (i.e., knowledge 
that others have, outside of the analysis group)? 
That is, have special measures been implemented 
to check for this type of knowledge (for example, the 
use of an independent review of the analysis)?

G7. Has there been explicit consideration of the possi-
bility that some events have been disregarded 
because of very low probabilities, although those 
probabilities are based on critical assumptions? 
That is, have special measures been implemented 
to check for this type of event (for example, signals 
and warnings concerning the existing knowledge 
basis)?

Category G
Basis of Knowledge
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H1. Are data limitations systematically analyzed, in 
particular the implications of those limitations for 
risk management, then any implications reported to 
risk managers in language they can understand and 
apply? Examples of those limitations: Availability and 
aspects of data collection.

H2. Are the data managed with an adequate data 
management system that assures each piece of data 
is accurately logged, and that appropriate levels of 
QA/QC are maintained, including the ability to demon-
strate that adequate level of QA/QC to a third party?

H3. Are the data tested for reproducibility?

H4. Are the data verified for internal consistency?

H5. Where possible, are the data validated against 
external points of reference? That is, are external 
points of reference sought, then are the data 
checked for consistency with those external points?

Category H
Data Limitations, Availability, Collection, Management,  
Verification, Validation

I1. Are all analysis limitations, as they apply to the risk 
management problem, clearly described? That is, are 
the limitations of the set of calculations of the analysis, 
including modeling, explicitly examined, in particular 
as they apply to the overall risk management situa-
tion at hand? This is as opposed to other limitations 
covered in two other categories of this battery:

 » Category G: Basis of Knowledge

 » Category H: Data Limitations

 Notice the overall theme spanning Categories G, H 
and I: Any risk analysis is subject to limitations in 
knowledge, data and analyses. Even in the best of 
cases, those limitations are typically unavoidable. 
What is important here is that those limitations, and 
the implications of those limitations, be examined 
and clearly explained to the risk management deci-
sion makers.

I2. Have all calculations in the analysis been verified? 
That may include extensive sensitivity analyses.

I3. Are all metric levels in results (i.e., nominal, ordinal, 
interval, ratio) supported by metrically valid operations 
beginning with the data? For example, if the results 
include bar charts or other formats that present ratio-
scale data (whether or not the analysts intended a 
ratio-scale presentation), are those results ratio-scale 
invariant to metric-allowed variations of the source 
data? For a specific example from experience: A 
major model elicited ordinal judgments of probability, 
then multiplied pairs of those judgments and summed 
those products into results numbers, presented in 
scatterplots and bar charts. An analysis with alter-
native transformations of the original data, shifted by 
transforms allowable for ordinal metrics, resulted in 
rank reversals in the bar charts. So in that case the 
results were not even valid as ordinal metrics.

Category I
Analysis Limitations
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Uncertainty is of course central to any risk analysis, and 
touches on fundamental issues. In most risk analyses, 
uncertainty characterization, quantification, calculation, 
communication, and understanding of how it relates to 
decision making are central, and subject to shortfalls. 
And so we organize this category differently than the 
other categories. We start with an AQT that asks whether 
or not all of the relevant uncertainties are listed and char-
acterized in one place, then we break those uncertainties 
down into six categories of uncertainty sources, and for 
each category we ask AQTs specific to that category. The 
result is 17 AQTs, which may seem overly thorough, but 
is commensurate with the importance of these issues. 
Several different taxonomies of uncertainty sources could 
be considered. We find this taxonomy to be most useful.

J1. Are all of the significant uncertainties listed in one 
place, and characterized there, and their implica-
tions for decisions described there, in terms risk 
management decision makers can understand? Do 
those characterizations provide clear answers on the 
following key questions: What is uncertain? Who is 
uncertain? What are the main sources of the uncer-
tainties? How are the uncertainties represented or 
expressed?

The rest of this category goes into more detail, but it is 
important that the decision makers get an overview of the 
uncertainties, as called for here in J1. The uncertainty 
sources addressed in the following describe the strength 
of the knowledge supporting the risk characterizations, 
and so provide a different perspective to the basis of 
knowledge issues covered in Category G.

Six Uncertainty Sources:

Uncertainty Native to Data (Variation): The part of 
the uncertainty that is inherent in the set of collectable 
data, such that, independent of data sampling, there 
is unavoidable uncertainty in the sampled data. This is 
sometimes referred to as “aleatory uncertainty.” That 
uncertainty is about variation, and is typically represented 
using probability models.

J2. Is that aleatory uncertainty characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand?

J3. Is the propagation of that aleatory uncertainty into 
results uncertainty characterized in terms risk 
management decision makers can understand? 
That propagation should often be analyzed with 
extensive sensitivity analysis.

Uncertainty Due to Limitations of Data Collection: That 
is, practical considerations of time and budget typically 
limit data collection to less than the amount called for 
for ideal risk management. This type of uncertainty is 
uncertainty that could be reduced with further time, cost 
and effort in data collection, provided relevant data are 
available or can be made available.

J4. Is that data-limitation uncertainty characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand?

J5. Is the propagation of that data-limitation uncertainty 
into results uncertainty characterized in terms risk 
management decision makers can understand? 
That propagation should often be analyzed with 
extensive sensitivity analysis.

Uncertainty Arising From Expert Judgment: In cases 
where the analysis requires expert judgment, even when 
there is no disagreement among experts (as in the next 
section), that expert judgement involves uncertainty that 
can be very significant and very challenging to characterize.

Category J
Uncertainty: Sources, Characterization, Implications for  
Risk Management
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J6. Is that expert-judgment uncertainty characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand?

J7. Is the propagation of that expert-judgment uncer-
tainty into results uncertainty characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand? 
That propagation should often be analyzed with 
extensive sensitivity analysis.

Uncertainty Arising From Disagreement Among Experts: 
In cases where the analysis requires expert judgment, 
special cases arise when different experts provide 
conflicting judgments. Those are special cases of the 
expert-judgment uncertainty just described. In fact, the 
same underlying challenges of uncertainty characteriza-
tion apply, though this disagreement case is separated 
out because in this case that uncertainty is typically larger 
and more clear to non-expert observers.

J8. Is that expert-disagreement uncertainty character-
ized in terms risk management decision makers can 
understand?

J9. Is the propagation of that expert-disagreement 
uncertainty into results uncertainty characterized in 
terms risk management decision makers can under-
stand? That propagation should often be analyzed 
with extensive sensitivity analysis.

Uncertainty Captured by Scenarios: This part of the 
uncertainty includes failure mode scenarios and alterna-
tive model-run scenarios. It calls for different AQTs than 
with the other sources:

J10. Are the scenarios generated in a process that 
strongly encourages “casting a wide net” to encom-
pass as wide a range of scenarios as called for 
to capture the uncertainties? That includes “Red 
Team” processes as commonly understood.

J11. Are the scenarios generated in a process that 
aggressively tests system interactions?

J12. Is that scenario uncertainty characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand?

J13. Are the implications of that scenario uncertainty for 
risk management decisions characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand?

Model Uncertainty: The part of the uncertainty that is 
due to the fact that the model used as a basis for the 
analysis may not fully capture the actual risk generating 
process. We include in this uncertainty:

 » The uncertainty that arises from disagreement as 
to which of conflicting models best applies; and

 » Concerns about the model becoming inapplicable 
after a major disruptive event, e.g., applying to 
managing the risk of a second major terrorist 
attack after a first major terrorist attack.

J14. Is that model uncertainty characterized in terms risk 
management decision makers can understand?

J15. Are the implications of that model uncertainty for 
uncertainty in the results characterized in terms 
risk management decision makers can understand? 
Those implications should often be analyzed with 
extensive sensitivity analysis.

The above fourteen AQTs (J2-J15) cover six basic sources 
of uncertainty in risk analysis. But what matters for risk 
management is the combined results of those six sources 
for the combined uncertainty in the results. Which leads 
to the next AQTs:

J16. Are the six sources of uncertainty just discussed 
combined into a representation of the combined 
uncertainty in the results, in terms understandable 
to risk management decision makers? That repre-
sentation should often be developed with extensive 
sensitivity analysis, in particular, sensitivity analyses 
designed to characterize the likelihood that recom-
mended alternatives may turn out to perform less 
well than other alternatives. Of particular concern: 
Unsupported precision in results, and uncertainty 
bars lacking explanation of confidence levels.

J17. Are the implications of that combined uncertainty 
for risk management decisions made clear to the 
risk management decision makers, in terms they 
can understand and apply in their decisions? Of 
particular concern: Cases where uncertainty is such 
that analysis should support decision makers in 
comparing more robust and/or resilient alternatives 
against alternatives that depend on particular resolu-
tions of uncertainty to perform relatively well.

Category J. Uncertainty: Sources, Characterization, Implications for Risk Management
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K1. In some cases more than one analysis approach 
could be applied. Are all plausible alternative anal-
ysis approaches considered? Then was the adopted 
analysis approach selected in a logical process?

K2. Are the implications for risk management of 
choosing an alternative analysis made clear to risk 
management decision makers?

Category K
Consideration of Alternative Analysis Approaches

L1. Is the need for robustness and resilience of action 
strategies explicitly examined? In this context by 
robustness we mean the ability of a system to perform 
well, without adaptation, when impacted by an attack, 
accident, or other event. By resilience we mean the 
ability of a system to respond well or adapt well to 
an attack, accident, or other event. In both cases, 
“event” includes any change, disturbance, stressor, 
etc., both anticipated and unanticipated events. 
This AQT is crucial, and directly relates to Categories 
B (Scenarios Not On the List, central reasons for 
robustness and resilience), F (Proactive Creation 
of Alternative Courses of Action), and I (Analysis 
Limitations). At base, here, is the recognition that in 
many areas, a risk analysis cannot confidently take 
into consideration all scenarios that could happen. 
From that it follows that, unless the need for robust-
ness and resilience is explicitly examined, the results 
of the analysis can fall importantly short of adequately 
supporting risk management decisions.

L2. Do the recommended risk management strategies 
that follow from the risk analysis include the robust-
ness and resilience called for by the situation? This 
AQT follows naturally from the one before, and is 
based on the analysis-limitation logic presented there.

Category L
Robustness and Resilience of Action Strategies
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M1. Is the model and analysis fully validated, by normal 
standards of validation in the area of practice that 
applies?

M2. Is the model, analysis, and validation fully docu-
mented, so that a third party review can determine 
the validity of the model?

Category M
Model and Analysis Validation and Documentation

N1. Are key terms defined?

N2. Are the results explained and motivated without using 
abstract terms?

N3. Are the results as expected? If not, is it explained why?

N4. Are all possible conflicts of interest fully disclosed?

N5. Are all funding sources and amounts fully disclosed?

O1. Is the budget and schedule adequate to support the 
risk analysis at an appropriate level of quality and 
defensibility? Typically a case can be made for an 
improved analysis with a larger budget and longer 
schedule. In the real world there is always a trade-off 
between analysis quality (as defined by these AQTs), 

budget and schedule. But this AQT is targeted to situ-
ations where a convincing case can be made that the 
analysis is too restricted by budget and/or schedule 
to do an adequate job of supporting the risk manage-
ment decisions at hand.

Category N
Reporting

Category O
Budget and Schedule Adequacy

If you’d like to be informed of the launch of the accompanying software,  
please email John Lathrop, lathrop@decision-strategies.com
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APPENDIX B

SELECTED SUPPORT SOFTWARE

Data Entry

Figure B.1. Domains.
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Figure B.2. Composable Element Mapping.
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Figure B.3. CE Maps.
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Figure B.4. Agent-defined development cycle phases.
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Figure B.5. Projects.
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Figure B.6. Relations.
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Figure B.7. Vocabulary Items.
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COCOMO Estimation

Figure B.8. COCOMO Effort Estimation.
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SAbMDE Estimation

Figure B.9. SAbMDE Effort Estimation.
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APPENDIX C

RAQT EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Worst Case RAQT Score
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Test Name: Test_ComputeRiskScore_MaxResponse
Test Outcome:Passed
Result StandardOutput:
|   Question   |                   Composition                       |       Cumulative Info       |
| Name | Index | Index | Test Set Result | Probability | Information | Results |Composition | RAQT |
A.1.1   ,     0
             ,,  001,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  002,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  003,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  004,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     1.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.1.2   ,     1
             ,,  005,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  006,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  007,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  008,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     2.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.2.0   ,     2
             ,,  009,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  010,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  011,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  012,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     3.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.3.0   ,     3
             ,,  013,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  014,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  015,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  016,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     4.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.4.0   ,     4
             ,,  017,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  018,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  019,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  020,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     5.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.5.0   ,     5
             ,,  021,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  022,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  023,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  024,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     6.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.6.1   ,     6
             ,,  025,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  026,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  027,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  028,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     7.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.6.2   ,     7
             ,,  029,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  030,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  031,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  032,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     8.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.7.1   ,     8
             ,,  033,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  034,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  035,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  036,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     9.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.7.2   ,     9
             ,,  037,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  038,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  039,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  040,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    10.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.8     ,    10
             ,,  041,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  042,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  043,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  044,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    11.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.9     ,    11
             ,,  045,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  046,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  047,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  048,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    12.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.10.1  ,    12
             ,,  049,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  050,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  051,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  052,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    13.000,     0.000,     0.000

A.10.2  ,    13
             ,,  053,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  054,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  055,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  056,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    14.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.1.1   ,    14
             ,,  057,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  058,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  059,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  060,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    15.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.1.2   ,    15
             ,,  061,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  062,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  063,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  064,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    16.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.1.3   ,    16
             ,,  065,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  066,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  067,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  068,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    17.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.1.4   ,    17
             ,,  069,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  070,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  071,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  072,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    18.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.2.0   ,    18
             ,,  073,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  074,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  075,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  076,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    19.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.3.0   ,    19
             ,,  077,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  078,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  079,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  080,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    20.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.4.0   ,    20
             ,,  081,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  082,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  083,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  084,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    21.000,     0.000,     0.000

B.5.0   ,    21
             ,,  085,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  086,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  087,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  088,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    22.000,     0.000,     0.000

C.1.0   ,    22
             ,,  089,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  090,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  091,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  092,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    23.000,     0.000,     0.000

C.2.0   ,    23
             ,,  093,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  094,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  095,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  096,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    24.000,     0.000,     0.000

D.1.0   ,    24
             ,,  097,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  098,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  099,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  100,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    25.000,     0.000,     0.000

E.1.0   ,    25
             ,,  101,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  102,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  103,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  104,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    26.000,     0.000,     0.000

E.2.0   ,    26
             ,,  105,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  106,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  107,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  108,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    27.000,     0.000,     0.000

E.3.0   ,    27
             ,,  109,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  110,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  111,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  112,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    28.000,     0.000,     0.000

F.1.0   ,    28
             ,,  113,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  114,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  115,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  116,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    29.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.1.0   ,    29
             ,,  117,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  118,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  119,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  120,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    30.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.2.0   ,    30
             ,,  121,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  122,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  123,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  124,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    31.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.3.0   ,    31
             ,,  125,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  126,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  127,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  128,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    32.000,     0.000,     0.000



G.4.0   ,    32
             ,,  129,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  130,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  131,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  132,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    33.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.5.0   ,    33
             ,,  133,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  134,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  135,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  136,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    34.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.6.0   ,    34
             ,,  137,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  138,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  139,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  140,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    35.000,     0.000,     0.000

G.7.0   ,    35
             ,,  141,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  142,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  143,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  144,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    36.000,     0.000,     0.000

H.1.0   ,    36
             ,,  145,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  146,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  147,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  148,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    37.000,     0.000,     0.000

H.2.0   ,    37
             ,,  149,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  150,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  151,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  152,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    38.000,     0.000,     0.000

H.3.0   ,    38
             ,,  153,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  154,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  155,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  156,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    39.000,     0.000,     0.000

H.4.0   ,    39
             ,,  157,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  158,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  159,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  160,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    40.000,     0.000,     0.000



H.5.0   ,    40
             ,,  161,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  162,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  163,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  164,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    41.000,     0.000,     0.000

I.1.0   ,    41
             ,,  165,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  166,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  167,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  168,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    42.000,     0.000,     0.000

I.2.0   ,    42
             ,,  169,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  170,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  171,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  172,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    43.000,     0.000,     0.000

I.3.0   ,    43
             ,,  173,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  174,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  175,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  176,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    44.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.1.0   ,    44
             ,,  177,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  178,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  179,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  180,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    45.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.2.0   ,    45
             ,,  181,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  182,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  183,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  184,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    46.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.3.0   ,    46
             ,,  185,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  186,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  187,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  188,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    47.000,     0.000,     0.000

J4.0    ,    47
             ,,  189,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  190,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  191,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  192,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    48.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.5.0   ,    48



             ,,  193,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  194,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  195,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  196,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    49.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.6.0   ,    49
             ,,  197,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  198,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  199,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  200,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    50.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.7.0   ,    50
             ,,  201,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  202,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  203,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  204,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    51.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.8.0   ,    51
             ,,  205,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  206,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  207,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  208,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    52.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.9.0   ,    52
             ,,  209,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  210,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  211,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  212,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    53.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.10.0  ,    53
             ,,  213,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  214,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  215,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  216,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    54.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.11.0  ,    54
             ,,  217,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  218,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  219,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  220,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    55.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.12.0  ,    55
             ,,  221,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  222,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  223,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  224,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    56.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.13.0  ,    56
             ,,  225,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  226,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  227,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  228,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    57.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.14.0  ,    57
             ,,  229,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  230,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  231,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  232,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    58.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.15.0  ,    58
             ,,  233,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  234,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  235,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  236,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    59.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.16.0  ,    59
             ,,  237,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  238,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  239,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  240,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    60.000,     0.000,     0.000

J.17.0  ,    60
             ,,  241,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  242,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  243,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  244,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    61.000,     0.000,     0.000

K.1.0   ,    61
             ,,  245,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  246,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  247,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  248,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    62.000,     0.000,     0.000

K.2.0   ,    62
             ,,  249,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  250,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  251,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  252,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    63.000,     0.000,     0.000

L.1.0   ,    63
             ,,  253,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  254,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  255,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  256,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    64.000,     0.000,     0.000

L.2.0   ,    64
             ,,  257,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  258,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  259,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  260,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    65.000,     0.000,     0.000

M.1.0   ,    65
             ,,  261,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  262,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  263,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  264,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    66.000,     0.000,     0.000

M.2.0   ,    66
             ,,  265,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  266,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  267,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  268,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    67.000,     0.000,     0.000

N.1.0   ,    67
             ,,  269,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  270,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  271,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  272,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    68.000,     0.000,     0.000

N.2.0   ,    68
             ,,  273,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  274,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  275,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  276,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    69.000,     0.000,     0.000

N.3.0   ,    69
             ,,  277,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  278,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  279,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  280,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    70.000,     0.000,     0.000

N.4.0   ,    70
             ,,  281,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  282,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  283,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  284,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    71.000,     0.000,     0.000

N.5.0   ,    71
             ,,  285,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  286,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  287,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  288,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    72.000,     0.000,     0.000

O.1.0   ,    72
             ,,  289,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  290,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  291,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  292,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    73.000,     0.000,     0.000

 Probability Score = 1
    Raw Info Score = 0 <= 0/946.502
 Scaled Info Score = 0 <= 0/9.96580266154559
Test Results Score = 73 of 73
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Test Name: Test_ComputeRiskScore_RandomResponse
Test Outcome:Passed
Result StandardOutput:
|   Question   |                   Composition                       |       Cumulative Info       |
| Name | Index | Index | Test Set Result | Probability | Information | Results |Composition | RAQT |
A.1.1   ,     0
             ,,  001,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  002,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  003,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  004,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690     0.600,     5.316,     5.316

A.1.2   ,     1
             ,,  005,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  006,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  007,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  008,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218     1.450,     1.218,     1.218

A.2.0   ,     2
             ,,  009,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  010,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  011,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  012,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322     1.950,     8.644,     8.644

A.3.0   ,     3
             ,,  013,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  014,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  015,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  016,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304     2.600,     4.930,     4.930

A.4.0   ,     4
             ,,  017,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  018,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  019,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  020,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     3.400,     2.059,     2.059

A.5.0   ,     5
             ,,  021,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  022,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  023,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  024,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690     3.800,     9.334,     9.334

A.6.1   ,     6
             ,,  025,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  026,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  027,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  028,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322     4.550,     4.322,     4.322

A.6.2   ,     7
             ,,  029,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  030,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  031,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  032,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     5.550,     0.000,     0.000

A.7.1   ,     8
             ,,  033,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  034,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  035,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  036,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690     6.050,     6.229,     6.229

A.7.2   ,     9
             ,,  037,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  038,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  039,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  040,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304     6.800,     2.363,     2.363

A.8     ,    10
             ,,  041,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  042,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  043,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  044,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322     7.300,     8.644,     8.644

A.9     ,    11
             ,,  045,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  046,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  047,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  048,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218     7.800,     6.229,     6.229

A.10.1  ,    12
             ,,  049,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  050,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  051,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  052,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059     8.600,     2.059,     2.059

A.10.2  ,    13
             ,,  053,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  054,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  055,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  056,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218     9.100,     6.229,     6.229

B.1.1   ,    14
             ,,  057,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  058,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  059,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  060,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000     9.650,     6.381,     6.381

B.1.2   ,    15
             ,,  061,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  062,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322



             ,,  063,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  064,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    10.100,     8.948,     8.948

B.1.3   ,    16
             ,,  065,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  066,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  067,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  068,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    10.550,     6.757,     6.757

B.1.4   ,    17
             ,,  069,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  070,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  071,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  072,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    11.300,     4.322,     4.322

B.2.0   ,    18
             ,,  073,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  074,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  075,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  076,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    11.950,     5.012,     5.012

B.3.0   ,    19
             ,,  077,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  078,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  079,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  080,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    12.500,     5.844,     5.844

B.4.0   ,    20
             ,,  081,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  082,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  083,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  084,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    13.000,     6.685,     6.685

B.5.0   ,    21
             ,,  085,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  086,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  087,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  088,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    13.750,     4.322,     4.322

C.1.0   ,    22
             ,,  089,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  090,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  091,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  092,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    14.450,     4.626,     4.626

C.2.0   ,    23
             ,,  093,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  094,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  095,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690



             ,,  096,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    14.850,     9.334,     9.334

D.1.0   ,    24
             ,,  097,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  098,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  099,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  100,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    15.600,     1.907,     1.907

E.1.0   ,    25
             ,,  101,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  102,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  103,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  104,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    16.100,     6.685,     6.685

E.2.0   ,    26
             ,,  105,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  106,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  107,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  108,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    16.850,     1.907,     1.907

E.3.0   ,    27
             ,,  109,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  110,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  111,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  112,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    17.400,     5.844,     5.844

F.1.0   ,    28
             ,,  113,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  114,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  115,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  116,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    17.900,     8.644,     8.644

G.1.0   ,    29
             ,,  117,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  118,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  119,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  120,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    18.850,     0.304,     0.304

G.2.0   ,    30
             ,,  121,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  122,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  123,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  124,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    19.200,     9.861,     9.861

G.3.0   ,    31
             ,,  125,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  126,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  127,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  128,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059    19.700,     6.685,     6.685



G.4.0   ,    32
             ,,  129,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  130,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  131,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  132,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    20.100,     9.334,     9.334

G.5.0   ,    33
             ,,  133,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  134,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  135,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  136,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059    20.400,    10.703,    10.703

G.6.0   ,    34
             ,,  137,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  138,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  139,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  140,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    21.000,     5.540,     5.540

G.7.0   ,    35
             ,,  141,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  142,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  143,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  144,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    21.350,     9.861,     9.861

H.1.0   ,    36
             ,,  145,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  146,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  147,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  148,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    21.950,     5.540,     5.540

H.2.0   ,    37
             ,,  149,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  150,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  151,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  152,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059    22.650,     2.749,     2.749

H.3.0   ,    38
             ,,  153,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  154,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  155,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  156,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    23.400,     4.322,     4.322

H.4.0   ,    39
             ,,  157,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  158,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  159,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  160,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    24.150,     4.322,     4.322



H.5.0   ,    40
             ,,  161,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  162,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  163,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  164,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    24.500,     9.861,     9.861

I.1.0   ,    41
             ,,  165,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  166,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  167,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  168,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    24.950,     8.948,     8.948

I.2.0   ,    42
             ,,  169,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  170,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  171,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  172,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    25.500,     5.844,     5.844

I.3.0   ,    43
             ,,  173,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  174,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  175,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  176,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    26.400,     0.690,     0.690

J.1.0   ,    44
             ,,  177,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  178,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  179,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  180,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    26.750,     9.861,     9.861

J.2.0   ,    45
             ,,  181,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  182,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  183,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  184,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    27.750,     0.000,     0.000

J.3.0   ,    46
             ,,  185,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  186,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  187,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  188,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    28.250,     8.644,     8.644

J4.0    ,    47
             ,,  189,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  190,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  191,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  192,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    28.900,     5.012,     5.012

J.5.0   ,    48



             ,,  193,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  194,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  195,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  196,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    29.450,     6.381,     6.381

J.6.0   ,    49
             ,,  197,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  198,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  199,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  200,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    30.100,     4.930,     4.930

J.7.0   ,    50
             ,,  201,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  202,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  203,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  204,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    30.700,     5.316,     5.316

J.8.0   ,    51
             ,,  205,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  206,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  207,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  208,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    31.400,     4.626,     4.626

J.9.0   ,    52
             ,,  209,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  210,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  211,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  212,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    32.100,     2.749,     2.749

J.10.0  ,    53
             ,,  213,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  214,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  215,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  216,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    32.600,     6.229,     6.229

J.11.0  ,    54
             ,,  217,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  218,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  219,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  220,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    33.000,     9.334,     9.334

J.12.0  ,    55
             ,,  221,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  222,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  223,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  224,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    33.550,     5.844,     5.844

J.13.0  ,    56
             ,,  225,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000



             ,,  226,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  227,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  228,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059    34.100,     6.381,     6.381

J.14.0  ,    57
             ,,  229,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  230,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  231,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  232,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    34.600,     8.644,     8.644

J.15.0  ,    58
             ,,  233,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  234,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  235,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  236,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000    35.450,     1.218,     1.218

J.16.0  ,    59
             ,,  237,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  238,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  239,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059
             ,,  240,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    36.150,     2.749,     2.749

J.17.0  ,    60
             ,,  241,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  242,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  243,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  244,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    37.100,     0.304,     0.304

K.1.0   ,    61
             ,,  245,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  246,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  247,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  248,     0.200,     0.240,     2.059    37.850,     2.363,     2.363

K.2.0   ,    62
             ,,  249,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  250,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  251,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  252,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    38.450,     5.540,     5.540

L.1.0   ,    63
             ,,  253,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  254,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  255,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  256,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    39.100,     5.012,     5.012

L.2.0   ,    64
             ,,  257,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  258,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322



             ,,  259,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  260,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    39.500,     9.334,     9.334

M.1.0   ,    65
             ,,  261,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  262,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  263,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  264,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    40.250,     4.322,     4.322

M.2.0   ,    66
             ,,  265,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  266,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  267,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304
             ,,  268,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    40.850,     5.316,     5.316

N.1.0   ,    67
             ,,  269,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  270,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  271,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  272,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    41.300,     8.948,     8.948

N.2.0   ,    68
             ,,  273,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  274,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  275,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218
             ,,  276,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    41.800,     6.229,     6.229

N.3.0   ,    69
             ,,  277,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  278,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  279,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  280,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690    42.200,     9.334,     9.334

N.4.0   ,    70
             ,,  281,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  282,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  283,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  284,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322    42.700,     8.644,     8.644

N.5.0   ,    71
             ,,  285,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  286,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  287,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690
             ,,  288,     0.400,     0.430,     1.218    43.450,     1.907,     1.907

O.1.0   ,    72
             ,,  289,     1.000,     1.000,     0.000
             ,,  290,     0.000,     0.050,     4.322
             ,,  291,     0.600,     0.620,     0.690



             ,,  292,     0.800,     0.810,     0.304    44.050,     5.316,     5.316

 Probability Score = 0.0502347811627898
    Raw Info Score = 0.432997812297194 <= 409.833295334919/946.502
 Scaled Info Score = 0.432997696657395 <= 4.31516959779138/9.96580266154559
Test Results Score = 44.05 of 73
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